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As Prince Sihanouk surprisingly told the world more than 10 years ago in “Kampuchea! 
Cambodia! Kampuchean prophecy!” that Buddhist monk who predicted in 1960 by telling us 
clearly: there are houses without people living in; there are streets without people walking; 
there is rice without people eating. He also told the world in his (Prince of Dark and Prince of 
Light” that his mother and his wife Monique really believed in Puth Tum Niey/Buddhist monk 
prophecy. 
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[3] The 7 Fatal curses on the Khmer: Buddhist prophecy 

 

WHEN I was a young boy, I always heard about the Puth Tum Niey. Especially my 
grandma who always told me to eat my meal clean from my dish/plate, kept advising me not to 
leave any food in a bottom of  a dish/plate, “In your generation, one day you’ll chase after a 
piece of cooked rice that be stuck on the tail of a dog.” And in those days, I ignorantly said to her 
that it never ever happens here, grandma! And she always kept saying to me, “You would see it 
in your time one day, my grandson!” 

So it really did happen from 1975-79 and 1979-91. Especially it was terribly happening to us-
Cambodian Victims during the genocidal regime of “Mysterious Anonymous Higher 
Organisation/Angkar Leu/Cap Tren”. We ate gruel clean. We licked a piece of cooked rice clean 
that be left over in our dish/plate as my grandma always said to me when I was too young. 

As Prince Sihanouk surprisingly told the world more than 10 years ago in “Kampuchea! 
Cambodia! Kampuchean prophecy!” that Buddhist monk who predicted in 1960 by telling us 
clearly: there are houses without people living in; there are streets without people walking; there 
is rice without people eating. He also told the world in his (Prince of Dark and Prince of Light” 
that his mother and his wife Monique really believed in Puth Tum Niey/Buddhist monk 
prophecy. 

Hindu seers foretold of war, European astrologers predicted love and Germany reported a rash of 
UFO sightings.1

As we can see clearly in this following photo, we Khmer victims have brutally shed many of our 
Khmer compatriots’ and nationalists’ blood to convulse the world. Without more than 3 million 
Khmer Kandal lives were spent. Would the world care about us? Are Khmer Krom people 
allowed to create Khmer Krom Federation and United Association of Khmer Krom Buddhist 
Monks freely in South Vietnam/Khmer Krom? Can all KKF and UNKKBM leaders be allowed 

 

Puth Tum Niey, who precisely predicts that Khmer people remember very well about their 
history, is a great seer is: 

Khmer can’t forget about their territories passing down from one generation to another, from 
millennium to other. Unless there is no more existences of Khmer race. If not so, Khmer must 
struggle to preserve their Khmer legacy. Khmer, who must shed their blood, would not rather 
give up losing their legacy. Long Live to Kampuchea! Long Live to Buddhist Religion! Long Live 
to the King! 

                                                           
1 http://www.heraldsun.news.com.au/common/story 
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to travel to recount about their Endless Past and Present Unforgettable Painful Suffering 
Tragedies to the UN? 

 

Tuol Sleng Museum, January 1981 - These are the photographs of the victims of prison S-21 as it was known. The 
suspects, including prominent Khmer Rouge cadres and several foreigners, were brought here under the direct orders 

of Pol Pot and the Angkar. Their fate was meticulously documented by the Khmer Rouge police.2

This prediction was similar to Mr. Michel Nostradamus, Frenchman (500 years ago), who 
foresees the human future as the interpretations of the two quatrains in relation to both one 
another and other Nostradamus predictions are apparent and can be summarized thus: by the 
early years of the new millennium a new and powerful influence will be at work in the world-a 
malignant political leader who will also be a religious leader or, at any rate, a quasi-religious 
leader. It is to be presumed that his followers will look upon him as a spiritual genius, and it is 
quite evident that he will not even claim to be a Christian, a Muslim or a Jew-for he is described 

 

 And according to the 19th Century Prophecy of Cambodian Buddhist monk, Puth, known as 
“Preah Puth Tum Niey”, who clearly prophesised the Great Destruction of Cambodia and his 
people in the future. He clearly foresees that there will be a Great King who can rescue his 
country from the foreigners’ domination and aggression. He named that Greatest Mighty King 
“Angoli Raja Siha or Sihanouk Maharaja.”  

                                                           
2 http://www.asiahorizons.com/CAMBODIABOOK/  
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as one ‘ who will celebrate Thursday as his holy day’. Sihanouk Maharaja’s followers, who are 
known as today “North Korean Communist Bodyguards and Chinese Supporters” to protect him 
from CPP and Hanoi soldiers are still hiding in Cambodia, wearing all suits standing behind him. 

 

Re-coronation day, September 1993 a Kingdom is reborn. King Sihanouk greets his people before the 
start of the ceremony. 

 

After the signing, King Sihanouk is saluted by government officials and dignitaries.3

                                                           
3 ©RN@asiahorizons.com  
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It was very famous Puth Tum Niey in Cambodian society, but some Cambodian Buddhist 
believers say that Yuon leader creating this “Puth Tum Niey” to deceive illiterate Cambodian 
peasants and farmers in order to mislead Khmer people. But, on contrary, and in fact, Puth, who 
was a real Khmer Buddhist monk, might have studied astrology and then became a great seer. In, 
who was also a Buddhist monk, tried to explain to all his Cambodian people about his In Tum 
Niey. Both In Tum Niey and Puth Tum Niey try to warn all Cambodians that there will be a great 
catastrophe of infidels-Thmils Yuon who have tried to secretly impersonate themselves as 
Khmer soldiers in every regime of Cambodian society.  I have quoted some phrases of In Tum 
Niey in poem: 

Lightening of Thunderstorm in the East, the village deity embraced themselves crying  

The flame of war started in the East of Nokor Kork Khlock Kampuchea Khmer. These are top 
commanders, high-ranking officers like Lon Nol, who were defeated, cried and ran away to hide 
themselves in a foreign country. 

Shrimps go up to lay their eggs on the top of the hill 

 This is the infidel troops who created a guerrilla war in the hill and caves for the first time. 
(Khmer Rouge group.) In July 1963, Pol Pot and most of the central committee left Phnom Penh 
to establish an insurgent base in Rotanokiri (Ratanakiri) Province in the northeast. This is a 
region inhabited by tribal minorities, the Khmer Loeu, whose rough treatment (including 
resettlement and forced assimilation) at the hands of the central government made them willing 
recruits for a guerrilla struggle. In 1965 Pol Pot made a visit of several months duration to North 
Vietnam and China. He probably received some training in China, which must have enhanced his 
prestige when he returned to the WPK's liberated areas. Despite friendly relations between 
Sihanouk and the Chinese, the latter kept Pol Pot’s visit a secret from Sihanouk. In September 
1966, the party changed its name a second time, to the Kampuchean (or Khmer) Communist 
Party (KCP). Adopting the label “communist” suggested that the Cambodian movement was 
more advanced than Vietnam’s (which was merely a “workers' party”), and was on the same 
level as China’s.4

But communist Viet Minh activities increased at the very time French Union force were 
stretched thin elsewhere. In April 1954, several Viet Minh battalions crossed the border into 
Cambodia. Royalist forces engaged them but could not force their complete withdrawal. 

 

White crows stay secretly in the reeds 

This is Kang Toap Ang Hue is Yuon who were first formed in Krong Hue Hanoi. (Reeds=Hanoi 
secretly formed their troops to take over Cambodia…)  

                                                           
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambodia_under_Sihanouk_%281954-1970%29  
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Cambodia's past history of foreign subjugation and its very uncertain prospects for survival as 
the war between North Vietnam and South Vietnam intensified. 

North Vietnamese and Viet Cong forces were increasing their use of sanctuaries in Cambodia, 
which also served as the southern terminus of the Ho Chi Minh Trail, their logistical resupply 
route originating in North Vietnam.5

The North Vietnamese army turned on the republican government forces, and by June 1970, 
three months after the coup, they and the CPNLAF had swept FANK from the entire north-
eastern third of the country. After defeating the government forces, they turned newly won 
territories over to the local insurgents. The Khmer Rouge also established "liberated areas" in the 
south and the south-western parts of the country, where they operated independently of the 
Vietnamese. The KCP's debt to the North Vietnamese after March 1970 was one that Pol Pot was 
loath to acknowledge; however, it is clear that without North Vietnamese and Viet Cong 
assistance, the revolutionary struggle would have dragged on much longer than it did. The 
emergence of the 

 

With the fall of Sihanouk, the North Vietnamese and the Viet Cong became alarmed at the 
prospect of a pro-Western regime that might allow the United States to establish a military 
presence on their western flank. To prevent this from happening, they began transferring their 
military installations away from the border area to locations deeper within Cambodian territory. 
A new command center was established at the city of Kracheh (Kratié). On April 29, 1970, 
South Vietnamese and United States units (also alarmed by the prospect of Cambodia being 
overrun) unleashed a limited multi-pronged offensive into Cambodia to destroy the Central 
Office for South Vietnam (COSVN), the headquarters for North Vietnamese and Viet Cong 
combat operations in South Vietnam. Extensive logistical installations and large amounts of 
supplies were found and destroyed, but as reporting from the United States MACV subsequently 
disclosed, still larger amounts of material already had been moved deeper into Cambodia. 

Indochinese Communist Party (ICP), whose members were almost exclusively 
Vietnamese. before World War II; the ten-year struggle for independence from the French, when 
a separate Cambodian communist party, the Kampuchean (or Khmer) People's Revolutionary 
Party (KPRP), was established under Vietnamese auspices. The period following the Third Party 
Congress of the KPRP in January 1979, when Hanoi effectively assumed control over 
Cambodia's government and communist party. 

In 1930 Ho Chi Minh founded the Vietnamese Communist Party by unifying three smaller 
communist movements that had emerged in Tonkin, in Annam, and in Cochinchina during the 
late 1920s. The name was changed almost immediately to the ICP, ostensibly to include 
revolutionaries from Cambodia and Laos. Almost without exception, however, all the earliest 
party members were Vietnamese. By the end of World War II, a handful of Cambodians had 

                                                           
5 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambodia_under_Sihanouk_%281954-1970%29  
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joined its ranks, but their influence on the Indochinese communist movement and on 
developments within Cambodia was negligible. 

Viet Minh units occasionally made forays into Cambodian bases during their war against the 
French, and, in conjunction with the leftist government that ruled Thailand until 1947, the Viet 
Minh encouraged the formation of armed, left-wing Khmer Issarak bands. According to the 
historian David P. Chandler, the leftist Issarak groups, aided by the Viet Minh, occupied a sixth 
of Cambodia’s territory by 1952; and, on the eve of the Geneva Conference, they controlled as 
much as one half of the country.6

 

 

Vietcong weapons were seized by Lon Nol’s army7

In late 1967 and in early 1968, Sihanouk signaled that he would raise no objection to hot pursuit 
of communist forces by South Vietnamese or by United States troops into Cambodian territory. 
Washington, in the meantime, accepted the recommendation of the United States Military 
Assistance Command--Vietnam (MACV) and, beginning in March 1969, ordered a series of air 
strikes (dubbed the Menu series) against Cambodian sanctuaries used by the North Vietnamese 

 

Buffalo hide themselves to sharpen their horns  

(Buffalos, which represent Yuon secret agents, who have been hiding themselves in every 
regime since the French colonial period until present day, secretly strengthened their communist 
ideology (=their horns) inciting all Khmer peasants and farmers to hate French colonialists, 
feudalists/royal families, the American imperialists and all Chinese capitalists…etc. because they 
wore black uniforms and sandal tyres like the black Khmer Rouge. 

                                                           
6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambodian_Civil_War  
7 http://amekhmer.free.fr/khcrucial-event/sihanouk-crime/sihanouk/sihanoukcrime164.jpg  
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and the Viet Cong. One thing is evident, however, the tension between Khmer and Vietnamese 
was a major theme in the movement’s development. In the three decades between the end of 
World War II and the Khmer Rouge victory, the appeal of communism to Western educated 
intellectuals (and to a lesser extent its more inchoate attraction for poor peasants) was tempered 
by the apprehension that the much stronger Vietnamese movement was using communism as an 
ideological rationale for dominating the Khmer. 

In 1951 the ICP was reorganized into three national units -the Vietnam Workers’ Party, the Lao 
Itsala, and the KPRP. According to a document issued after the reorganization, the Vietnam 
Workers' Party would continue to “supervise” the smaller Laotian and Cambodian movements. 
Most KPRP leaders and rank-and-file seem to have been either Khmer Krom, or ethnic 
Vietnamese living in Cambodia. The party’s appeal to indigenous Khmers appears to have been 
minimal.8

The Angkar imposed a grim regime in which hatred for Lon Nol, the Americans, and, at times, 
the North Vietnamese “allies” was assiduously cultivated. Expressions of support for Sihanouk 
were firmly discouraged and people were encouraged to spy on each other. Discipline was 
unremittingly harsh. Kirk contrasted this behavior with the Viet Cong’s use of “a modicum of 
care and precision” in applying terror in South Vietnam (for instance, assassination of landlords 
or of South Vietnamese officials).

 

Insurrection and War, 1967-75 

By the mid-1960s, Norodom Sihanouk’s delicate balancing act was beginning to go awry. 
Regionally, the presence of large-scale North Vietnamese and Viet Cong logistical bases on 
Cambodian territory and the use of Kampong Som (then Sihanoukville) as a port of 
disembarkation for supplies being sent to communist troops, as well as the covert intelligence-
gathering, sabotage missions, and overflights by South Vietnamese and United States teams had 
made a sham of Cambodian neutrality. Sihanouk also lost the support of the rightists by his 
failure to come to grips with the deteriorating economic situation in the country and with the 
growing North Vietnamese and Viet Cong military presence in Cambodia.  

9

                                                           
8 
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9 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambodian_Civil_War  
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Vietcongs arrested or killed by Khmer force in Khmer territory after the treaty10

 

 

Vietcongs arrested or killed by Khmer force in Khmer territory after the treaty11

This is the king of territory who fled the country. Referring to the Prince Sihanouk who flies to 
seek aid in Peking, North Korea, Indonesia, France and USA…to help the Khmer as we all 

 

Royal Swan flies to seek nest 

                                                           
10 http://amekhmer.free.fr/khcrucial-event/sihanouk-crime/sihanouk/sihanoukcrime175.jpg  
11 http://amekhmer.free.fr/khcrucial-event/sihanouk-crime/sihanouk/sihanoukcrime178.jpg  
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already know during the struggle against the Vietnamese expansionism in Cambodia from 1979 
to 1991.  

Popich hatches its eggs in Kong Kea/River 

(Popich/ a kind of bird which In Tum Niey seer also clearly prophesied that there will be a 
Diamond Sacred Sword will be emerged in front of Tonle Chartaumuk of Royal Palace. What it 
means "There will be an International Court of Justice/Penal" that will be held in Cambodia in 
the near future. It has taken me for more than 10 solving these mysterious words of Diamond 
Sacred Sword that great In Tum Niey seer has tried to tell his Khmer people about catastrophes 
and genocide, which would have taken place in Cambodia for sure, but Cambodian people didn’t 
really pay any attention to his predictions at all. The reason I am able to have solved these 
mysterious words of Preah Khan Pich/ Diamond Sacred Sword= ICJ/P because I always listen to 
Radio Free Asia, VOKK and read news on other websites. Especially recently, I have seen a 
special court room for the Khmer Rouge Trial being posted on Radio Free Asia, which made me 
clearly understand its meaning immediately. Preah Indra (= UN in the New York City) will 
strongly force Siamese, Yuonese and Laotian landplunderers, landrobbers and eartheaters…etc. 
to hand all stolen lands back over to Cambodians during the Khmer Rouge Trial. (Preah Khan 
Pich/ Diamond Sacred Sword= International Court of Just/Penal.) As we all have seen clearly all 
people in the world try to create Preah Khan Pich/ Diamond Sacred Sword= ICJ/P to put all the 
Khmer Rouge leaders on trial and any foreigner who is involved in the Killing Fields will be 
summoned to stand on trial too:  

 
Cambodia Accepts Japan's Offer to Fund Khmer Rouge Tribunal 
By Kate Woodsome  
Phnom Penh 22 June 2005 
 

The Cambodian government has accepted Japan's offer to fund Cambodia's share of the 
budget for a tribunal of surviving members of the Khmer Rouge regime. But Japan is still hoping 
other donor nations will contribute part of the cost. Cambodian Foreign Minister Hor Namhong 
told reporters Tuesday that thanks to Japan, Cambodia's nearly $12 million shortfall in money to 
fund the long-hoped-for Khmer Rouge tribunal was no longer a problem. He explained that 
Cambodia had agreed to a proposal to use Japanese government funds already allocated to a 
bilateral aid program, to cover Cambodia's share of the $56 million budgeted for the tribunal. But 
Hor Namhong’s announcement came as surprise to the Japanese embassy in Phnom Penh.12

                                                           
12 
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Cambodian girl looks at the skulls of Khmer Rouge victims on  
display at the Killing Fields memorial sight in Choeung Ek 

 

The embassy’s political affairs officer, Fumio Goto, said Japan's bilateral aid program would not 
cover all of Cambodia’s costs, and he asked other countries to contribute as well. “Because this is 
not only Japan who assists the Khmer Rouge tribunal,” he said. “So we understand that now the 
Cambodian government are prepared, just appeal to all donor countries to assist the Cambodian 
portion.” Japan is already the tribunal’s biggest donor, with a pledge of more than $21 million. 
Although Cambodia's foreign minister said no further negotiations were necessary, Mr. Goto said 
the two countries still needed to discuss the conditions of the aid. Cambodians have been waiting 
more than 25 years for the trial of what is now a handful of aging former Khmer Rouge leaders, 
the last remaining figureheads of the ultra-Maoist regime that killed nearly two million people 
between 1975 and 1979.  

Youk Chhang, Cambodia’s foremost genocide researcher, is leading the preparation of evidence 
for the tribunal. He said a formal announcement from the Cambodian and Japanese governments 
about the budget would come as a great relief to the victims of the Khmer Rouge and their 
families. His team at the Documentation Center of Cambodia in Phnom Penh has been preparing 
for the legal proceedings for years.”You know we were ready for a long time ago,” he said. “In 
terms of preparation to supply the material, information, sources, any requests made by the 
tribunal. So we are ready to respond at any time.” Cambodia originally agreed to pay about $13 
million of the $56 million needed for the trial, with the United Nations providing the rest. But 
Phnom Penh now says it cannot afford to pay more than $1.5 million. Lining up the cash has been 
the last obstacle to establishing the court. 

Delays Dog Khmer Rouge Genocide Trials 
Marwaan Macan-Markar 

BANGKOK, Aug 17 (IPS) - A United Nations evaluation team's scheduled arrival in 
Cambodia, next month, has perked up hopes that the long wait to prosecute the surviving leaders 
of the genocidal Khmer Rouge regime may soon be over.  
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The initial groundwork that the U.N. team is due to lay for the special Khmer Rouge tribunal will 
be just as significant as the milestone reached in May, when the world body announced that the 
legal and financial conditions had finally been met for the trials. '”There will be many milestones 
to be crossed from here on till the trial commences,” said Helen Jarvis, advisor to the office of 
Cambodia’s Council of Ministers. ''The selection and appointment judges and the prosecutor and 
their swearing-in will be important.” Yet, she confirmed during an interview to IPS that it could 
take months before the first genocide suspect would face the tribunal. “It could even take up to 12 
months after the judges are sworn in for the first suspect to be in the dock.” However, hints of 
such slow progress was another reminder of the difficult journey the plans to create this U.N.-
backed special tribunal have had. On Monday, Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen said that the 
trial may not proceed as planned because of a funding shortfall that he wants the international 
community to meet. “If they (the donor community) don’t give the money, then the tribunal 
cannot be established. I don't have the money for setting up this tribunal,” The Cambodian leader 
was quoted in the media as having said. The funding dispute brought to the surface concerns over 
Hun Sen’s commitment to have the Khmer Rouge leaders tried. Any back-pedalling by Phnom 
Penh will be viewed as a breach of an agreement reached between the Cambodian government 
and the U.N. on funding, human rights activists said. “The government has an obligation to raise 
the funds,” said Youk Chhang, director of the Documentation Centre of Cambodia, a Phnom 
Penh-based body that has been collecting evidence and testimonies of Khmer Rouge atrocities for 
the special tribunal. “Refusal to fund the tribunal will be a violation of that agreement.” The 
Cambodian government, he told IPS, has been offered money from two sources, the Japanese 
government, through development aid, and the Cambodian business community. “The money is 
there - all the government has to do is make use of it.” Following the agreement this year, the 
U.N. announced that international donors had pledged 43 million US dollars for the three-year 
tribunal and that Cambodia was expected to raise the remaining 13.3 million dollars. So far, 
Cambodia has only been able to provide 1.3 million US dollars towards the 56.3 million dollar 
target. Such figures do not include other amounts that Cambodia, one of South-east Asia’s 
poorest countries, has agreed to pay for the trial, said Jarvis, the government’s advisor. 
“Cambodia has agreed to pay 5.6 million dollars for indirect costs during the tribunal, such as 
provision of detention for suspects and medical assistance.” Hun Sen’s attitude is not without 
precedent. He has upset human rights activists with other obstacles that he has placed since 
negotiations for the tribunal began almost a decade ago between the U.N. and the Cambodian 
government. Among them was Phnom Penh’s push to have a majority of judges on the tribunal 
from Cambodia, as opposed to initial plans for the bench to be dominated by international jurists. 
And in July, human rights activists monitoring the progress of the trial raised the alarm at moves 
by Phnom Penh to select the Cambodian judges for the trial in secrecy. “The government appears 
to have begun the process of selecting judges and prosecutors to staff the future tribunal, but it 
has shrouded the process in secrecy,” wrote Nathaniel Myers, an expert on tribunal- related 
issues, in the ‘Bangkok Post’ newspaper. Apr. 17 this year marked the 30th anniversary of the 
ultra-Maoist Khmer Rouge’s march into Phnom Penh. Close to 1.7 million Cambodians were 
killed due to executions, forced labour and famines during the Khmer Rouge’s four year reign of 
terror, from 1975 to 1979. Pol Pot, the Khmer Rouge leader, escaped justice, when he died in 
1998. And some Cambodians wonder if the country's former foreign minister during the Khmer 
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Rouge rule, Leng Sary, will escape likewise from the tribunal. He was granted amnesty by the 
Hun Sen government. Currently, only two Khmer Rouge leaders - Ta Mok, the military chief, and 
Kaing Khek Lev, or Duch, who headed the grisly Toul Sleng interrogation centre in Phnom Penh 
await trial. Duch was responsible for the deaths of nearly 16,000 men, women and children who 
were tortured and executed in the interrogation centre that he ran. Hun Sen will be watched 
closely by human rights activists when the trial begins and not just for his record as an autocratic 
leader placing obstacles in the way of justice. He was also a former member of the Khmer Rouge 
till he defected to join forces with a Vietnamese-backed government that ruled Cambodia after 
the murderous Pol Pol was driven out of power.13

In the long run they will be aware of. (Crows = the Khmer Rouge, who were known as “men in 
black”, totally lied to Cambodians about their fig fruits/Communist ideology that all Cambodian 
are “equal” whenever Phnom Penh was liberated. But their phoney promises came up so 
differently, and all townspeople were brutally forced out of their homes…It was too late that they 
weren’t aware of Crows’ fig fruits/Communist ideology, which no one understood what the 
words of Crows and fig fruits are meant in those days. There are so many parasites inside of “Fig 
fruits/Lvea”, which can cause a person death if he/she ate it because it’s poison.) Lon Nol 
dubbed the eastern zone soldiers the “grey vulture”; all the other Khmer Rouge troops were 
called “water crow.” 

Little monkeys make an effort to exercise its Kun when seeing too many horses, trying to 
hide 

Infidel monkeys of 4 kinds of Thammeuk, are training its troops at border, boasting themselves 
that they are the toughest men. When many horse/Kang Toap Ang Hue came in to drive out 
infidel monkeys who ran away for their lives by leaving bodies on the spot. 

A long-white-neck stork, which boasts themselves that they know number of fish in the 
water 

(Long-white-neck stork= the people in UN in the New York City who know very well how many 
people there are in each country around globe. “fish=people and water= in the world”.)  

Sand storks busily scavenger for food in the middle of Veal Tranh 

 

Crows carry fig fruit/Lvea to spread in every district, which all people try to pick up 

(Sand storks= Kang Ang Hue Hanoi who controlled Cambodia. Yuon secret agents, who secretly 
impersonated themselves as the leaders of super-illiterate-ignorant Khmer Rouge soldiers, 
scavenged for food (=brutally killed more than 3,000,000 Cambodians) in Veal Tranh (=all over 
the places in Cambodia…from 1975 to 1979, and more than 460,000 lives lost again during K5 
Plan of Yuon Genocidal Regime from 1979 to 1991.) 
                                                           
13 http://www.ipsnews.net/news.asp?idnews=29927 
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Lion beats up the water to catch fish in the water mercilessly 

(Lions= infidel monkeys brutally tortured, oppressed, murdered, raped and confiscated the 
properties of their own people. 

Domesticated cow and white stork truly seem to love each other very much but have 
different ideas 

(Domesticated cow and white stork = Cambodian and Yuon leaders seemed to love each other 
very much but they didn’t trust each other at all because each had a different goal/idea to achieve 
their dream: Prince Sihanouk had an idea to achieve his dream of past glory was to prevent 
Cambodia from plunging into the American and Yuon warmongers in the South but in vain. He 
supported all kinds of aids to Vietcong. Whereas Yuon leaders in the North had also a different 
idea to achieve their dream of creating Indochinese Federation/Communist Party, which is still in 
all Yuon leaders’ heads. And today, present royal government of Cambodia and Yuon leaders do 
not trust each other.) 

During Sihanouk’s last two years in power, the RAK obtained minimal assistance from the North 
Vietnamese, the Viet Cong, and the Chinese. Although North Vietnam had established a special 
unit in 1966 to train the Cambodian communists, it was extremely reluctant to alienate Sihanouk 
at a time when vital supplies were passing through the port of Kampong Som and along the Ho 
Chi Minh Trail to the Viet Cong bases along the Cambodia\Vietnam border. Beijing and 
Moscow also were providing Sihanouk with arms, many of which were being used against the 
insurgents.14

The following March, Sihanouk announced plans to establish diplomatic relations with North 
Vietnam and to negotiate a border settlement directly with Hanoi. These plans were not 
implemented quickly, however, because the North Vietnamese told the prince that any problem 
concerning Cambodia's border with South Vietnam would have to be negotiated directly with the 
National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam (NFLSVN).

 

15

                                                           
14 

 

Look at this photo very carefully from the far left is Norodom Sihanouk (Domestic Cow), in the 
middle is Yuon leaders (White Storks) and in the far right is Laotian king: 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambodian_Civil_War  
15 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambodia_under_Sihanouk_%281954-1970%29  
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Relation of Sihanouk with Yuon16

 

 

Sihanouk with Yuons17

In June 1973, the prince told the Italian journalist Oriana Fallaci that when “they [the Khmer 
Rouge] no longer need me, they will spit me out like a cherry pit!” By the end of that year, 
Sihanouk loyalists had been purged from all of GRUNK's ministries. 

 

                                                           
16 http://amekhmer.free.fr/khcrucial-event/sihanouk-crime/sihanouk/sihanoukcrime257a.jpg  
17 http://amekhmer.free.fr/khcrucial-event/sihanouk-crime/sihanouk/sihanoukcrime203.jpg  
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Whereas Sdech Coc Sar Thammeuk Por Reap and Sdech Reach Siha Thammeuk Porprei 
Reachea haven’t met each other yet. When they met, all other races would be so worried and 
panicked. 

(Sdech Coc Sar Thammeuk Por Reap =Americans who are the most powerful nation on earth,, 
and Sdech Reach Siha Thammeuk Porprei Reachea=The lions are the king of forest; the other 
side is Soviet (Siva), which is the most powerful nation on earth too, but if both of whom meet, 
all the people around the globe would be so worried and panicked as we already saw during the 
cold war, Soviet used its Yuon dogs/footmen, other slaves in the Eastern Bloc and Indians to grit 
their teeth against Americans and her allied such as Chinese, French, British, West German, 
Japanese, Australian and Thais…etc. during that period, all the people in the world were so 
worried and panicked because they were afraid of nuclear bombs.) Hey, everyone please solve 
this puzzle, if you are clever enough will understand the mysterious words in religion, do you 
take side of Stork or Tiger? Anyone who has luck will make a right guess, and will live longer. 

Pol Pot time bomb on a ‘Decent Interval’ 

In his latest edition of the untold story of the KR’s rise to power, Italian journalist Giorgio 
Fabretti argues that Pol Pot was placed in power by cold warriors who knew he would be toppled 
by the Vietnamese after a “Decent Interval”. He says Pol Pot knew this as well. 

Wars are like pieces of art 

Usually commanded by economic-military interests, wars are styled or framed by politicians. 
The Cold War was an ideological style to stage or frame post-World War II conflicts, which 
faded after the Berlin Wall fell. The positive aim of the Cold War was to avoid a World War III, 
through a tense sharing of world influence among two supposedly balanced ideological systems, 
in fact a stronger one (US-backed) and a weaker one (USSR-backed). The current 
misunderstanding of the general public about the Cold War comes from the fact that the Cold 
War was staged as a “race” among two superpowers (for propaganda reasons), while in fact it 
was a more sophisticated policy of “balance”.  

No leaders were naïve in the Cold War. All, winners and losers, had their role and share of 
power. The intertwined Cold War system even preserved Pol Pot - a mere puppet controlled by 
superpower masters - after 1979. The only real losers were the victims needed for the realism of 
the staged drama. 

The rules of the Cold War were mainly three 

1. To play the role of a fighter, an enemy was needed first. “Enemy building”, was the 
highest and most secret level of decision during the Cold War. Causing wars could be 
part of this level. 
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2. The second rule was: the enemy must be kept weak and divided. This was a subordinated 
level, and the one that has been uncovered in bits and pieces afterwards. This rule was 
most effectively employed by the US. 

 
3. The third rule: the enemy must be made to look evil, and its aggressiveness must be 

encouraged to show false weaknesses. This level was explored after the first and second 
level, and kept secret accordingly. 

 
The Cold War was played as a stage run by the winners of World War II: the Americans and 
their minor, the Russians. Pol Pot and Cambodia were given a small, yet tragic role in the script. 
Although he would not appear on stage for several more years, Pol Pot was invited to the theatre 
before 1972 as China received its reward for supporting Hanoi in the Vietnam War. His role was 
carefully scripted into the performance by the Chinese, Vietnamese, Americans and Soviets to 
maintain the Cold War's precarious balance of power. Cold War techniques were first set up by 
the British Empire, which tested them successfully many times, especially during World War I. 
But at last, Winston Churchill played too hard in World War II against his German rival. Nazis 
were first helped with Britain's "appeasement" policies, and then destroyed in the second half of 
World War II. 
 
Local atomic bombs are ready to be launched in the next century of egotistic folly, where the 
newly wealthy national states lose touch with reality and pull the trigger (as it happened to the 
Europeans in the first half of 20th century). (Phnom Penh Post, Issue 7/19, September 4 - 17, 
1998.18

 Krong Kampuchea Thipadey had a great turmoil. 

 
 
Religion nearly arrives ought to examine the events about the year of Tiger and Hare, 1975 
and 1976 
 

 
The year of Dragon, 1977: 
 
 All people were panicked to run away from their districts and villages to hide themselves 

in the forests for their safety. 
 
The year of Serpent, 1978: 
 
 There were people in the districts and villages as usual, but men were less than women 

who were all over in the villages. 
 
The year of the Horse, 1979: 
 
 People were on the run to live in the forests as their houses. 

 

                                                           
18 http://www.newspapers.com.kh/PhnomPenhPost  
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The year of the Goat, 1980: 

 Mothers who were separated from their children who were separated from their fathers. 
Husbands left their wives…etc. 

 
The year of the Monkey, the Rooster and the Dog, 1981, 1982 and 1983: 
 
 People came out of the forests to live in their villages again. 

 
The year of the Pig, 1984: 
 
Neak Mean Bon came as Preah Bath Thammeuk. In Tum Niey also tells us clearly that: In the 
East is as empty as the bottom of pot; In the Middle is like teeth of rake left; in the Far West is 
like bunch of bananas left: 
 
What it really means “In the East is as empty as the bottom of pot” is that Cambodian and 
Kampuchean Krom people were brutally murdered by the Communist Vietnamese from 1970-
1991, as King Sihanouk stated in his (War & Hope): Today we are seeing that prophecy fulfilled 
in the most tragic way possible. The Kampuchean people are on the brink of extinction, dying a 
slow death, murdered in the name of two conflicting types of Communism. It is a struggle to the 
death between Kampuchean and Vietnamese Communism. And it’s still been happening to 
Kampuchean Krom people who have been violated, oppressed, intimidated, confiscated and 
forced out of their land by Vietnamese/Hanoi Leaders who are the worst violators of human right 
on earth. There are so many killing fields everywhere in both Khmer Krom and Khmer 
Kandal…etc.  
 
‘The depth of suffering of the Cambodian people is one of the great human tragedies of the 
twentieth century,’ said Kennedy. “They face today a brutal choice of torture and murder by rival 
government forces or a slow death by hunger and disease. Neither the United States nor the 
international community can ignore their cries for help.’  
 
Choeung Ek, January 1981 - The skulls of thousands who were executed and buried in Choeung 
Ek form a road of death. Close to ten thousand people had their lives terminated here. Most of 
them came from within the ranks of the Khmer Rouge administration, victims of successive 
purges:19

                                                           
19 ©RN@asiahorizons.com 
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Skulls of Choeung Ek20

Nostradamus believed that long-dead monsters in human form-such as Genghis Khan-would 
return to stalk the Earth in our near future. We are threatened with worldwide famine of such 
profundity that many of us will find ourselves eating forest roots and others will practise 
cannibalism; with wars fought with chemical, bacteriological and nuclear weapons; with the 
worst inflation that humanity has ever known; and with all the economic and social 
consequences of fanatical religious excess. In short, an age of monstrous terror and almost 
unmitigated horror is close upon us.

 

21

The first horseman rides on a white horse, carries a bow, and wears a crown: he is usually called 
Conquest. The Second rides on a blood-red horse, wields a great sword and is sometimes 
depicted dressed in black armour: he is usually called War. Wars have always been associated 
with the end of the world. The third horseman rides a black horse and holds a balance in his 
hand. Sometimes he is depicted as a monk. He symbolises Famine; in the vision of St John this 
association is emphasized by a voice quoting the prices of wheat and barley, staple foods which 
were eight times what they should have been. The prophecy is that there will be severe shortages 
of these staples in the final days, as predicted by Nostradamus. The fourth horseman, who rides a 
light-coloured horse, is Death. He is usually depicted as skeleton, and is sometimes also called 
Plague or Pestilence. Behind him comes Hell, sometimes shown as the jaws of a disembodied 
head belching flames.

 

The four horsemen of the Apocalypse  

22

                                                           
20 

 

http://www.planetware.com/i/photo/skulls-found-in-cambodias-killing-fields-of-choeung-ek-are-displayed-at-the-
memorial-stupa-just-outside-phnom-penh-cam417.jpg  
21 Stephen Skinner and Francis King: The Prophecies of Nostradamus (1996) P.99 
22 Stephen Skinner and Francis King: The Prophecies of Nostradamus (1996) Pp.204-205 
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Nothing happening to the Middle yet. Why? Middle means “Thailand” that the war will be 
broken out into the Middle “Thailand” from Cambodia. And not many Thai people were left like 
the teeth of rake, who would be brutally murdered mercilessly. We are still wondering nothing 
happening to the Middle “Thailand” yet. Why…?  

In the Far West has like bunch of bananas, which really mean that Cambodian people-including 
Kampuchean Krom people are scattered into everywhere on this planet-especially into the Third 
Countries such as: USA, France, UK, Australia, Germany, Italy, Denmark, Swiss and 
Japan…etc. As our Mighty King Sihanouk stated in his (War & Hope) that the common people 
of Cambodia have given us a magnificent example of foresightedness and genuine patriotism: 
they go along with neither the Khmer Rouge nor the outsiders. They prefer to flee to Thailand, 
exposing themselves to the greatest dangers in the process, or else hide deep in Cambodia’s 
forests, risking death from starvation, sickness, and snakebites-or being eaten by tigers and 
wolves. That is what I call real courage and patriotism. In today’s Kampuchea, rejecting war 
means fighting to save our Khmer race and nation from extinction. Doing everything in one 
power’s to flee Kampuchea, taking refuge in a foreign country, also requires courageous and 
farseeing patriotism. The more of us Khmers there are outside Cambodia, the greater our chances 
of surviving as a nation will be, since under peaceful conditions we can continue to procreate, we 
will be able to give our children and grandchildren a good upbringing and education. They will 
become the technicians, doctors, educators and scientists Cambodia will need. 

Cambodian refugee admissions to the United States 

The table below shows the number of Cambodian refugees admitted to the US each year between 
1975 and 1998. Statistics are based on the fiscal year rather than the calendar year. The figures 
below include only Cambodians admitted as refugees. Refugees are granted political asylum on 
the basis of a “well-founded fear of persecution,” usually on the basis of race, religion, or 
political beliefs. The statistics in the table do not include persons coming to the US through 
normal means of migration, such as through family reunification programs, visa lotteries, 
marriage, et cetera.  

Bear in mind that these statistics represent refugee admissions to the US, and not the number of 
persons fleeing Cambodia. The relatively small number of refugees admitted from 1976 through 
1978 gives an indication of the difficulty of escaping Cambodia during the reign of the Khmer 
Rouge. The exodus out of Cambodia peaked in 1979-80, immediately after the overthrow of the 
Khmer Rouge. For the next thirteen years, hundreds of thousands of Cambodians languished in 
UN-administered camps in Thailand. Most were considered “economic migrants” rather than 
refugees, and relatively few were eligible for resettlement in other countries. In 1993, the 
remaining camps were closed and last of some 370,000 persons were repatriated.  
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In the wake of Hun Sen’s 1997 coup, refugees again streamed out of Cambodia; at the peak of 
the exodus some 75,000 Cambodians sought shelter in Thailand. Most returned to Cambodia in 
1998; the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees had indicated the the remainder will 
be repatriated some time in 1999. An outstanding resource for information on refugees is the US 
Committee for Refugees. The USCR provides clear and concise information on all aspects of the 
problems facing displaced persons and refugees around the world. USCR is also an excellent 
source for background information on the root causes of refugee crises around the world.  

A note regarding the figures in the table below: Although the table indicates that there were no 
Cambodians admitted to the US as refugees in 1996 and 1997, a source at the US Committee for 
Refugees, who provided the statistics, was uncertain whether or not the USCR had continued to 
track the figures for Cambodians during the relatively stable period prior to the coup.  

23
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For an in-depth look at the U.S. response to refugees from Cambodia, two books are highly 
recommended: The Quality of Mercy by William Shawcross (Simon and Schuster, 1984) and 
Calculated Kindness by Gil Loescher and John A. Scanlan (Free Press, 1986). The Shawcross 
book is out of print, but both provide invaluable insight for scholars seriously interested in 
refugee assistance. Many of Nostradamus’s prophecies were of unpleasant events rather than 
joyful ones. Cynics have remarked that it is always wise for those who wish to gain a reputation 
for being able to see into the future to forecast plenty of disaster, doom and gloom-for 
catastrophe, like death and taxes, is always with us. The clairvoyant who tells us to expect 
calamities, will, so it is said, inevitably be admired for his or psychic powers, for calamities there 
will surely be. 

Political predictions were taken very seriously by the English government of the day and they 
made such an impact upon the citizens that, according to a pamphlet dating from 1561, “the 
whole realm was so troubled and so moved with blind enigmatical and devilish prophecies of 
that heaven-gazer Nostradamus…24

Nostradamus’s writing give a number of key dates which help us understand his quatrains. He 
published his predictions in 1547- a date which was quite significant in France, for it was the 
year when the French instead of Latin was declared the official language of the French 
authorities.

 

25

The man with the blood mark (on his head) is obviously Gorbachev, who subsequently loses his 
power. Even at the time of his friendship with Reagan his number was almost up. The New Land 

 

Nostradamus in the 1990s 

What of Nostradamus’s prophecies for the 1990s? He predicted in Century VI Quatrain 21 that 
there would be a US/USSR alliances in 1990. Certainly the closeness that originated between 
Reagan and Gorbachev in the late 1980s has now reached the pointed (unthinkable just 10 years) 
where President Clinton of the US has offered aid to Russia. In Century II Quatrain 89 the 
prediction is rephrased: 

One day the two great leaders will be friends, 

Their great power will be seen to grow: 

The New Land will be at the height of its power, 

To the man of blood the number is reported. 

                                                           
24 Stephen Skinner and Francis King: The Prophecies of Nostradamus (1996) P.115 
25 Stephen Skinner and Francis King: The Prophecies of Nostradamus (1996) P.160 
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is the New World or the US, probably at the height of its powers before succumbing to the 
current recession.26

                                                           
26 Stephen Skinner and Francis King: The Prophecies of Nostradamus (1996) P.154 

 

Puth was a nineteenth-century sage who prophesied that the country would undergo a total 
reversal of traditional values, that the houses and the streets would be emptied, that the illiterate 
would condemn the educated, that infidels-Thmils-would hold absolute power and persecute the 
priests. But people would be saved if they planted the Kapok Tree-Kor, in Cambodia. Kor also 
means, “Mute”. The usual interpretation of this enigmatic message was that only the deaf-mute 
would be saved during this period of calamity. Therein, I now realized, lay the means of survival. 
Pretend to be deaf and dumb! Say nothing, hear nothing, and understand nothing. (Pin Ya Thai, 
‘Stay Alive, my son!’) 

Puth predicted the first King of Cambodia, Preah Thong, who came from India in the 1st or 2nd 
Century, was married to a Cambodian Queen, Preah Neang Neak (Dragon/Naga), was cursed by 
the hermit living on Hill of Chan Sar or Chan Krahaam near the Mount of Dangrek. Preah 
Thong, known later as “Leper King”. The reason he became a “Leper King”. One day, his 
brother-in-law, who missed his sister very much, wanted to see her in person. Preah Thong’s 
brother-in-law was not a human, but a dragon/naga. Preah Neang Liu Yeh/Queen Naga’s brother 
didn’t transform his dragonship into human as his sister. He came to find his sister from province 
to province, from district to district. The words of Dragon/naga reached to Preah Thong’s ears, 
came out, and didn’t think the Dragon was his brother-in-law. Preah Thong killed that 
Dragon/naga/neak by his sword. After the death of her brother, and the blood of the Dragon 
splashed all over her husband’s body, the King. She then started to tell the King the truth that 
you killed my brother-Dragon: “Our races are the Dragons/Nagas.”  

After the blood of his brother-in-law Naga/dragon splashed all over his body became pus, which 
in those days, could not be cured. The smell of Preah Thong’s pus was so awful. Preah Thong 
became a “Leper King” since then. 

But there was a hermit as above-mentioned, who could see the King of Cambodia far away by 
his psychic eyes became a “Leper King”, because he killed his Dragon-brother-in-law 
mistakenly. So he sent his student to heal the “Leper King”. But the Leper King killed his 
student instead. The Hermit was so angry and upset about the greedy Leper King. He came to 
revive his student’s spirit from death. After the revival of his student from death, the Hermit said 
to the Leper King angrily, and he brutally put the 7 fatal curses on the Leper King and 
Cambodian people that from today on: 

If any anyone, who is going to be on the throne after you-the Leper King, will sell the Lands and 
Forests to the foreigners. After that, there will be nothing left over in Cambodia, 
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As it has been happening today everywhere in Cambodia. The soldiers/powerful men are 
confiscating the lands from their own people, which they sell to the foreigners, or they keep them 
for themselves. They also try to destroy all the forests all over the country. They don’t care about 
what is going to happen to their children in the future? What they care about is that dollars that 
can keep their families, nepotism, cronyism and party in power until the rest of their lives, eh? 

Global Witness raises alarm over illegal logging in Cambodia 
Fri May 21, 1:08 PM ET 

PHNOM PENH (AFP) - Environmental watchdog Global Witness raised the alarm on 
illegal logging in Cambodia, after uncovering a major timber dealer's operations in the kingdom's 
northeast. The group, which acted as an independent monitor of the government's forestry crimes 
unit until its contract was terminated following aggressive reporting, released details of more than 
210 trees allegedly illegally felled since 2003. A moratorium on logging in Cambodia has been in 
place since 2002, following donor pressure, and must remain in place until proposals for 
sustainable development are adopted by the government. In a statement Global Witness named a 
timber dealer whom it claimed "is the architect of many of the recent illegal timber deals in 
Mondulkiri and Kratie. The evidence is clear and the case for prosecution now quite 
overwhelming." The London-based campaigners, which also said local authorities appeared to be 
complicit in the illegal logging, urged an investigation. "Failure to follow due legal process would 
make a mockery of the Forestry Law and further entrench the existing culture of impunity," it 
said. The 2002 laws led to the creation of a preservation area of more than one million hectares 
(2.47 million acres) in the Cardamom Mountains in country's west, making it the largest wildlife 
sanctuary in Southeast Asia. The government has come under fire from the local press in recent 
weeks for giving the green light to a growing number of development projects in protected areas. 
Global Witness had worked within Cambodia's Forest Crimes Monitoring Unit, set up several 
years ago to develop the government's capacity to detect and suppress rampant illegal logging.27

                                                           
27 
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UN Rights representative calls for cancellation of land concession to company in Cambodia  
5 July 2005 

The Special Representative of the United Nations Secretary-General for Human Rights in 
Cambodia, Peter Leuprecht, issued the following statement today: 

The Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Human Rights in Cambodia asked the 
Government of Cambodia to cancel the agreement of 9 August 2004 to provide an initial 10,000 
hectares of state land to Wuzhishan L.S. Group for a pine tree plantation in Mondulkiri province, 
with a promise of a further 189,999 hectares. The Government and the company have disregarded 
the well-being, culture and livelihoods of the Phnong indigenous people who make up more than 
half the population of the province, and many breaches of the law and of human rights have been 
committed. As with other economic land concessions, no environmental or social impact 
assessments were carried out, and local populations and authorities were neither informed nor 
consulted. No precise maps of the concession or the sites where the company is operating are 
available. The present size of the concession is not known but is widely believed to have 
exceeded the 10,000- hectare ceiling provided for in the 2001 Land Law. The concession 
encompasses hilly grasslands and dense forest in the valleys and along the waterways of southern 
Mondulkiri. In September 2004, the company started spraying the hills with large amounts of the 
herbicide glyphosate, later burning sprayed areas. The hills are used by the Phnong to graze their 
cattle. Their ancestral burial areas and spirit forests have also been desecrated in the process of 
clearing and planting, and the company has taken their farm lands and rice fields. The concerns of 
the affected Phnong communities have not been listened to and they are increasingly upset. They 
are asking for their land back and for the company to leave. The Government has now begun to 
respond, but with partial measures which risk adding to the confusion. The concession to 
Wuzhishan L .S. Group should not have been approved. The Land Law establishes the right of 
indigenous people to collective title. Key regulations to implement the Land Law have not been 
adopted, including on state land management economic land Concessions, collective land titling, 
as well as legislation for determining the criteria for indigenous status. The Special 
Representative also requests that no more concessions of state land be approved in Mondulkiri or 
elsewhere in Cambodia until the necessary regulations have been adopted and are in effect. He 
also reiterates the recommendations he made in his November 2004 report on economic land 
concessions from a human rights perspective.28

Cambodia should cancel harmful contract - UN 

 

Thursday, July 07, 2005 

PHNOM PENH: Cambodia should cancel a controversial contract with a Chinese-
Cambodian company to plant pine trees in the country’s northeast because it violates local laws 
and harms indigenous people, a UN official said Tuesday. The August 2004 deal granted 
Wuzhishan L.S. Group 10,000 hectares of state land in Mondulkiri province, home to a minority 
known as the Phnong. It offers the option of an additional 190,000 hectares—well above the 

                                                           
28 http://www.unhchr.ch/huricane/huricane.nsf/view01/D7F18BED330DB517C1257035002F0AD8?  
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10,000-hectare ceiling limit allowed under a 2001 land law, said Peter Leuprecht, UN special 
envoy on human rights in Cambodia. Under that law, indigenous peoples also have the right to 
collectively title their land, but neither local authorities nor the Phnong—who make up half the 
provincial population—were consulted about the deal, Leuprecht said in a statement released late 
Tuesday. “The concerns of the affected Phnong communities have not been listened to and they 
are increasingly upset. They are asking for their land back and for the company to leave,” 
Leuprecht said.29

Press Releases, 19/07/2005 
Hun Sensorship – Global Witness banned from entering Cambodia. 
 

 

Soon after taking office, in early 1999, Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen staked his job on 
the government’s ability to crackdown on illegal logging. Six years later, the web of corruption 
that has sustained the illegal loggers is more entrenched than ever and illegal logging in 
Cambodia is rife. To make matters worse, in March 2005 the Prime Minister set in motion a chain 
of events that has ultimately led to 5 Global Witness staff being banned from the country. “It 
cannot have escaped the Prime Minister’s attention that some of Cambodia’s most persistent 
illegal loggers are either related to him or close acquaintances. Banning Global Witness from 
Cambodia is not going to change that fact.” said Jon Buckrell of Global Witness. As early as 
November 2004 Global Witness’ presence in Cambodia was officially welcomed by the Royal 
Government (1). However, this was before the launch of Global Witness’ report “Taking a Cut – 
Institutionalised Corruption and Illegal Logging in Cambodia’s Aural Wildlife Sanctuary”; a 
detailed case study indicative of the situation in forests throughout Cambodia. At the time, Global 
Witness called on the Prime Minister to set an example by declaring his own business interests, 
and familial links to the timber trade; this did not happen. On 20 February 2005, 2,100 copies of 
‘Taking a Cut’ were intercepted by customs officials at Pochentong Airport. The reports have not 
yet been released, and no legitimate reason has been given for their continued detention. “The 
government is cracking down on free speech with more determination than it ever applied to 
rooting out corruption. This is just one example of a deeply worrying trend of increased 
intimidation and the targeting of civil society by both the authorities and those that surround 
them.” said Jon Buckrell. In March (2) the Council of Ministers, presided over by the Prime 
Minister, ordered the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to look into Global Witness’ continued presence 
in Cambodia. As a result, on 28 June 2005 Secretary of State at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Long Visalo, sent a letter to the Ministry of Interior, subsequently passed on to immigration, 
denying Global Witness entry into Cambodia (3). On 18 July Global Witness’ Assistant 
Cambodia Coordinator was stopped by immigration officials at Pochentong and put on a plane 
back to Thailand. “Corrupt elements within the Royal Government, pressured by their cronies on 
the outside, are clearly desperate to stop Global Witness shining a light on their shady dealings. 
Obviously the visa ban is annoying, but it won’t stop us working on Cambodia; after 10 years 
focusing on illegal logging we intend to broaden our remit to include other aspects of 

                                                           
29 AP. http://www.manilatimes.net/national/2005/jul/07/yehey/world/20050707wor5.html 
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institutionalized corruption. The present administration is rotten to the core and good governance 
must be placed squarely at the top of the political agenda” said Buckrell. 

 
1. The Cambodian government document, “Implementing the rectangular strategy and 

development assistance needs (November 2004)”, prepared for the December 2004 
Consultative Group meeting states: “Although a new independent monitor has been 
appointed, SGS, the royal government welcomes the work in Cambodia of Global 
Witness, other NGOs and civil society organisations concerned with forest law 
enforcement.” 

2. 18 March 2005. 
3. Global Witness’ Coordinator in Cambodia, Directors Patrick Alley and Simon Taylor, 

and Forest Policy Coordinator Jon Buckrell are also subject to the banning order.30

 

My readers can see clearly a following similar example of cartoon, which consists of no more 
trees left in Cambodia today: 

 

 

 
  

                                                           
30 http://www.globalwitness.org/press_releases/display2.php?id=297 
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SUV Tries To Run Down RFA Reporter in Cambodia 
Radio Free Asia, 2005.10.03 

The driver of a Land Rover filled with illegally cut timber attempted to run down an RFA 
reporter. PHNOM PENH—The unidentified driver of an SUV filled with cut timber tried to run 
down a Radio Free Asia (RFA) reporter in northeastern Cambodia as he photographed a small 
illegal logging operation. Sok Ratha was taking photos in Rattanakiri Province early Oct. 1 as a 
police officer and five villagers tried to stop a small logging operation carried out by three men in 
civilian clothing.  

Sok Ratha photographed a sport utility vehicle (SUV) loaded with logs. One man wore a civilian 
shirt with military-issue trousers. The driver of the SUV steered his vehicle at Sok Ratha and 
drove toward him. Sok Ratha dodged the vehicle but lost his footing and grabbed onto on open 
window to avoid falling beneath it. The SUV then dragged him for approximately 100 meters, his 
right foot on the running board and left foot on the ground, before he was able to break away. “He 
was trying to hit me, or he would have stopped,” Sok Ratha said. Two motorcycle drivers then 
drove past Sok Ratha, with one firing shots into the air from a handgun, he said. Sok Ratha 
suffered injuries to his legs and one ankle but reported that he was otherwise unharmed. Police at 
another location said they later confiscated two vehicles and logs and arrested two of the loggers. 
The men arrested linked the logging to Cambodia’s co-defense minister and deputy premier, 
Army Gen. Tea Banh, sources said. Tea Banh, contacted by RFA’s Khmer service, denied any 
involvement in the operation. 

Illegal logging widespread  

Cambodians report that numerous small illegal logging operations are occurring all over 
northeastern Cambodia. Most of the logs are believed to be heading to Vietnam. 

According to the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO), three-quarters of 
Cambodian territory was covered in forest in 1990—but half of it had been harvested by 2000. 
Forest products remain a major source of income for the country, 85 percent of whose people 
earn a living from agriculture and forestry. Peter Leuprecht, Special Representative for the UN 
Secretary General, predicted “a human and ecological tragedy if the logging continued. “What we 
are seeing is the rapid destruction of the Cambodian forests, and the destruction of the future for 
generations of people who are mainly subsistence farmers,” he said. In November 2004, the 
nonprofit group Global Witness published a report alleging that in Cambodia’s timber business 
“corruption is so entrenched that almost everyone, in a position to do so, appears to be taking 
their cut. The costs of weak forest sector governance, in terms of lost revenues, destruction of 
rural livelihoods, and environmental damage continue to mount.” “Name any law enforcement 
agency or department of government, from the Forest Administration to the Royal Cambodian 
Armed Forces, from the Police to Military Intelligence, even Unit B-70 the Prime Minister's body 
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guards, are involved in the destruction of the Aural Wildlife Sanctuary," Global Witness 
spokesman Jon Buckrell said.31

In Killing Field, Khmer memories for sale 

 

By Seth Mydans International Herald Tribune 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 25, 2005 
 

CHEUNG EK, Cambodia; The people who live at the edges of the Khmer Rouge killing 
field here say it seems that the ghosts of the victims have finally departed and left them in peace.  
 
“We used to see them, but now they have gone to another life,” said Svay Phreung, a caretaker 
who lives in a small shack on the grounds where 8,000 people were slaughtered three decades 
ago. Over the decades, the pits that held the bones here have become the most venerated place of 
remembrance of the 1.7 million people who died during the brutal rule of the Communist Khmer 
Rouge from 1975 to 1979. And so it came as a shock to many Cambodians when the government 
announced last spring that it had leased the Cheung Ek killing field to a Japanese company to 
manage for profit. “It is commercializing the memories,” Youk Chhang, director of the leading 
archive of Khmer Rouge materials, said when the lease was announced. “Memories cannot be 
sold, cannot be contracted.” But in fact the deal should have come as no surprise. The market is 
hot now for government assets and prime real estate: universities, courts, hospitals, police 
stations, ministry buildings and even a piece of the palace, which are being sold or bartered as if 
the place were going out of business. It is the latest wave in the corruption that, hand in hand with 
lawlessness and impunity, have crippled the country'’s emergence from the destruction of the 
Khmer Rouge years. Cambodia has become a self-devouring nation in which just about 
everything seems to be for sale or lease: forests, fisheries, mining concessions, air routes, ship 
registrations, toxic dumps, weapons, women, girls, boys, babies. Well before the deal for the 
killing field, the government gave a well-connected private company the concession to earn 
millions of dollars managing Cambodia's national symbol, Angkor Wat. Land values in the 
capital, Phnom Penh, are estimated to have tripled over the past five years, and the market is so 
hot that small lakes are being filled to create more prime land to sell. “There seems to be a frenzy, 
a momentum to grab up anything you can,” said Miloon Kothari, the special rapporteur on 
adequate housing for the United Nations, on a visit here at the end of August. “The decisions 
seem to be dictated by money and political expediency.” Prime Minister Hun Sen brushed aside 
the criticism, saying, “one guy, a United Nations representative, gave a press interview. He came 
just for money. He regarded Cambodians as thieves." The most prominent of the current deals are 
being accomplished in a burst of secret land swap agreements with a small number of well-
connected private companies. In these swaps, the developer promises to build a replacement 
structure on the outskirts or suburbs of the city where land is less valuable. Since the details are 
mostly hidden, it is impossible to verify or disprove the widespread public certainty that 
payments of large sums of money are involved. In one deal under way now, the Royal University 
of Fine Arts, near the French Embassy, is being swapped for a new building to be completed on 

                                                           
31 http://www.rfa.org/english/news/2005/10/03/cambodia_reporter/ 
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reclaimed land at a far edge of the city. In another, the municipal police headquarters near the 
central market has been given away in return for a new building on the outskirts. Similar deals 
have been made for police headquarters in Siem Reap and Battambang, according to Licadho, a 
human rights group. The main prison, just in back of the Royal Palace, has been emptied for a 
developer who has built a new prison on the outskirts. Even a plot of land adjacent to the palace 
and belonging to the royal family has been appropriated, apparently in return for the construction 
of government office buildings, according to local newspaper reports. One developer has, in 
effect, acquired the justice system's buildings, according to a report in The Cambodia Daily. This 
company is building suburban replacements for the Ministry of Justice, the Supreme Court, the 
Appeals Court and the Phnom Penh Municipal Court. There are unconfirmed reports that other 
government ministries are also being traded away. “The government sells schools, a hospital, and 
now a lake,” Kek Galabru, who heads Licadho, said earlier this year. "One day they're going to 
sell the Mekong - they're going to sell the whole of Phnom Penh." The Cheung Ek killing field, 
the main execution site for prisoners from Tuol Sleng Prison in Phnom Penh, 11 kilometers, or 
seven miles, distant, has been leased on a 30-year contract for $15,000 a year with graduated 
increases. Based on figures from an official here, the company eventually will earn about 
$200,000 a year in entrance fees. The profits are to go to a fund that is half-owned by government 
officials. The Japanese company, JC Royal, has agreed to clean up and organize the site, dulling 
the raw immediacy that still gives the area its haunted feel.  
 
Kep Chuktema, the governor of Phnom Penh, who signed the contract, said the company would 
plant trees and flowers and improve the site while keeping the pits of the killing field intact. The 
rising desire for cash, however, seems to have overcome the waning fear of ghosts. For a long 
time, the killing field has been surrounded by sellers of soft drinks and filled with the chants of 
child beggars:  
“One dollar, one dollar, one dollar,” and, “You give me money.”  

The deputy administrator of the memorial, Ros Sophea Ravi, said that even before the Japanese 
company raised the entrance fee to $2 from 50 cents, the ghosts seemed to have departed. The 
children, too, said their parents had begun to let them out of their houses at night, feeling less 
threatened by the wandering souls of the victims. The caretaker, Svay Phreung, 70, who lives in a 
palm-leaf lean-to, said that like a caterpillar that takes time to mature, the souls of the dead must 
wait until the time comes for their departure and rebirth. Now that they are gone, he said, the 
spirit world has become quieter, reverting to the control of the local guardian spirit, which has 
made its home here since long before the Khmer Rouge came.  

Asked whether local spirits had been able to save any of the victims here, Svay Phreung replied: 
“How could they help? The Khmer Rouge banned religion.”32

                                                           
32 
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Nokor (Cambodia) is a Vulgar Nokor, under vassal state of the foreigners 

Cambodian Victims’ lives are so extremely cheaper than the dog and cat food in the Australian 
Supermarkets, who have been brutally oppressed and abused by the Thais and Vietnamese 
colonialism, expansionism, hegemonism, imperialism and conquerors, and the French bandit-
colonialists, and their own dictatorial leaders again and again for hundreds of years so far so 
worse. 

As Sihanouk stated in his (War & Hope) that Cambodia’s history is unfortunately replete with 
plots and counterplots, conquests and occupations, secret conspiracies. Wedged between the 
Annamites and the Siamese, the ancient Khmer Empire commanded their respect. It stretched 
from the Point of Camau, the extreme southern tip of Indochina, to near the site of Bangkok. 
Little by little the Empire disintegrated. On August 11, 1863, the French Admiral Lagrandiere 
forced King Norodom to sign a protectorate treaty. On July 17, 1884, the Kingdom further 
capitulated in order to survive: the Governor of Cochin China, Charles Thomson, arrived in 
Phnom Penh, threatened the Khmer sovereign with deportation, and forced him to sign a 
protectorate treaty under which he relinquished judicial, financial, military, and diplomatic 
powers…etc. We all Khmer victims can see clearly on this World Map that there is no Cambodia 
in it. It was completely effaced on the World Map between 18th and 19 Century by the 
murderous Siamese and Yuonese imperialists and colonialists in the West and in the East. 

The following photo, which we can clearly see the Cambodia was under the Yuon Communist, 
colonialists and imperialists, is Yuon soldiers patrolling in Phnom Penh freely: 

 

Phnom Penh, January 1981 - Under the Khmer Rouge, Phnom Penh was abandoned and the city left virtually 
untouched during five rainy seasons. Even in 1981, motorized transportation was almost non-existent. Only a 

handful of Vietnamese soldiers patrol the streets.33

                                                           
33 ©RN@asiahorizons.com 
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All ministers, officers/officials, and civil servants…etc. must take briberies and money from their 
own people 

As it still has been happening today everywhere in Cambodia. From the small shrimps to the big 
sharks in the government servants and services are so extremely corrupt and brutal against their 
own people. They also take the shameful briberies from their own people indiscriminately. For 
example, their fellow Khmer people, who go to get married with their partners in Cambodia, 
have to pay $US500 to get Marriage Certificate +another $US500 to have Cambodian passport. 
Why is it so expensive to get these things in Cambodia? Does this money go to the State’s 
coffer? The corruption in every foreign embassy with Cambodian interpreters who are so thirsty 
for the money taking from their own blood Khmer people without a mercy. Unbelievable and 
unmentionable accounts so far so worse:   

 

 

International donors give Cambodia stern warning about corruption 
Friday September 10, 4:54 PM 
 

International donors sternly warned Cambodia's government Friday that it must 
accelerate reforms and clean up corruption if it wants to keep getting aid. The warning came as 
the government opened a meeting with donor nations’ representatives. Cambodia, one of the 
world’s poorest countries, depends heavily on foreign aid. “Donor support needs to be clearly 
conditioned on the adequacy of Cambodia's reform effort,” Ian Porter, the World Bank 
representative for Cambodia, said in a speech at the meeting. "The nature and volume of 
assistance must be clearly linked to progress on reforms.” If the government failed to implement 
reforms soon, “donors need to find ways of helping the poor of Cambodia directly," he said. The 
one-day meeting, chaired by Prime Minister Hun Sen, is a prelude to a formal meeting planned 
for December, when Cambodia will submit a request for financial help. In 2002, donors pledged 
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US$635 million (euro 519 million) in aid to Cambodia. No donor meeting was held and no 
pledge was made last year, as Cambodia was preoccupied with a general election and a 
subsequent yearlong political deadlock due to inconclusive results.  It is not yet clear how much 
aid Cambodia will seek for next year.  However, the donors' warning comes as the country faces a 
bleak growth outlook, along with weak rule of law and pervasive corruption.  At Friday’s 
meeting, donors made it clear they expect government action rather than lip service. “We, as 
development partners of Cambodia ... are looking forward to vigorous implementation (of 
reforms),” said Fumiaki Takahashi, the Ambassador of Japan, Cambodia's top donor.  
 
Prime Minister Hun Sen pledged at the meeting to speed up reforms and fight graft for the sake of 
Cambodia’s survival. Cambodia is still struggling to recover from three decades of armed conflict 
that ended in 1998. Despite recent growth fueled by the garment exports, the gap between rich 
and poor is widening.  
 
UN says Corruption in Cambodia Hinders Progress 
By Lisa Schlein 
Geneva 
18 April 2005 
 

A U.N. human rights expert says rampant corruption in Cambodia is hindering the 
country's progress toward democracy and economic development. In a report submitted to the 
U.N. Human Rights Commission in Geneva, the expert says problems of impunity have become 
systemic to the detriment of the society.  U.N. human-rights expert Peter Leuprecht says his last 
visit to Cambodia in November left him more pessimistic than ever about the future of the 
country.  He says the government of Prime Minister Hun Sen seems to be increasingly autocratic 
and is concentrating power behind what he calls a shaky facade of democracy. 
 
Mr. Leuprecht calls impunity a “gangrene” that undermines the fabric of Cambodian society. He 
says the necessary mechanisms for accountability are not in place. “The judiciary is very weak,” 
he said. “There is no separation of powers in Cambodia, and the rule of law, also in this respect, 
is elusive. Now, among many other things, impunity fosters corruption, which is endemic in 
Cambodia. It is everywhere, at all levels." Mr. Leuprecht is very critical of Cambodia’s system of 
forestry and land concessions. He says granting concessions often involves large kickbacks. He 
says the system has led to human-rights violations, while neither the people nor the state has 
benefited from the concessions. The human-rights expert says the companies, often foreign, are 
only interested in timber and this has led to the rapid destruction of forests, with far-reaching 
ecological consequences. Mr. Leuprecht says he is concerned about restrictions on freedom of 
assembly and association. He says he has documented a system of intimidation and threats. “I 
think if somebody denounced cases of corruption by high-placed people, probably he or she 
would run into trouble,” he said. “There is still, and, regrettably, a very high degree of violence, 
also connected with impunity. You know, these contract-style killings. Quite a lot of these have 
happened. There have been quite severe measures, quite brutal measures against people, who 
protest peacefully, for example, against the concession system.” Mr. Leuprecht says there is hope 
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that trials of people accused of mass murder under the Khmer Rouge will begin toward the end of 
this year, or early next year. He calls this one of the few positive developments he has seen in the 
country. Although he does not view the tribunal as ideal, he says it could have a good effect on 
the administration of justice in Cambodia. He says the head of Cambodia's Human Rights 
Committee, who has read his report, has commented that the information contained within is not 
based on facts.34

Cambodia urged to fight endemic corruption 

 

Wednesday, August 17, 2005 (Phnom Penh) 

An anti-corruption body that the Cambodian government is planning to create will 
simply be seen as a corrupt institution itself unless it is free from political influence to do 
its job, a senior US diplomat warned on Wednesday. Mark Storella, the US Embassy 
Charge d'Affaires, made the comments at a government workshop to deliberate a long-
awaited draft legislation to fight endemic corruption in the impoverished Southeast Asian 
nation.  

Cambodia loses an estimated US$300 to $500 million (euro243 million to euro405 
million) annually to corruption, according to a study prepared for the US Agency for 
International Development and distributed to a donor meeting last year.35

Cambodia begins debate on graft law 

 

17 Aug 05 21:03, AFP 

PHNOM PENH – Cambodia’s premier yesterday opened debate on a long-
awaited law aimed at combating the kingdom’s notorious corruption. “The draft law on 
anti-corruption that the government has solemnly promised to the national and 
international communities has emerged,” Prime Minister Hun Sen said at the start of the 
two-day consultation. Some 200 local and international experts on anti-corruption, social 
activists, lawmakers and government officials will give feedback on the law during the 
workshop. Hun Sen’s government has vowed to approve the law this year, as it tries to 
reassure donors that the aid-dependent nation is sincere in its efforts to reform. Drafts of 
the anti-corruption law have circulated since 1993. At a donor meeting late last year, the 
adoption of the law this year was set as a benchmark for the government’s reform efforts. 
Government ministries have already established internal audit departments to fight 
corruption within their bureaucracies, Hun Sen said. “To free society from corruption, I 
believe that we need good laws and good governance both in public management and 
private business,” he added.  

                                                           
34 http://www.voanews.com/english/2005-04-18-voa33.cfm 
35 http://www.ndtv.com/morenews/showmorestory.asp? 
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Douglas Gardner, UN resident coordinator, said the draft law is “the hope for 
Cambodians to get a possible chance to come to grips with corruption”. “Every country 
in the world faces corruption. It’s just the matter of how we handle it,” he said.36

Great news! Global Witness, with its half a million members, including journalists and smart 
people, are speaking up against the Hun Sen government finally!  

They claimed that the Hun Sen government and corrupted officials continued to suppress people's 
rights of free speech. Instead of curbing corruption within his own government, Mr. Hun Sen 
abused and threatened others for speaking up against his corrupted government.  

Some are good news including the shutting down of two massages, Sok San and Universal 
massage parlours, where illegal sexual activities took place. The Svai Pak brothels are 
temporarily closed, but brothels owners will begin their illegal sexual activities in the so-called 
“guest houses”.  

 

Politics forum 
Curbing corruption in Cambodia 
Posted By: Angel (c-24-13-132-54.hsd1.il.comcast.net) 
Date: Saturday, 23 July 2005, at 10:50 a.m. 
Hi, 

I'm surprised that Mr. Hun Sen could continue to rule the world. I mean, I guess he thought he 
could prevent Global Witness from entering Cambodia, because they spoke and reported the truth 
about illegal logging and massive deforestation committed by the Hun Sen government and 
officials.  

Ladies and gentlemen, for those who are not familiar with current Cambodian situation, the 
current Cambodia government lives with the aid and funding from the international community 
and assistance.  

It is wrong for the Hun Sen government to chase Global Witness out of Cambodia. According to 
Radio Free Asia and related presses, Mr. Hun Sen also added five top officials from Global 
Witness on his Black List. What do you think? Thanks and have a nice day.  37

                                                           
36 

 

UN expert finds corruption and suspect land grabs affecting the poor in Cambodia  

20 September 2005 – Large-scale land grabbing in Cambodia, inadequate legal protection 
for tenants, poor water and sanitation, and bias against women and indigenous people are among 
the major issues cited by a United Nations human rights expert on housing after a visit to the 
South-East Asian country.  

http://www.biz-day.com/read/politics  
37 http://camweb.org/bbs/politics/index.cgi?read=63117 
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The Special Rapporteur on adequate housing for the UN Commission on Human Rights 
(OHCHR), Miloon Kothari, also called for the Government’s assurance that the people of 
Cambodia will be housed in accordance with international human rights and asked for a 
moratorium on land swaps. Noting a “significant incidence” of corruption and lack of 
transparency was "exacerbating land disputes and skewing land ownership patterns to the 
disadvantage of both the rural and the urban poor,” Mr. Kothari nevertheless gave the 
Government good marks for “some positive trends and best practices observed," including 
consultations with urban poor about their housing concerns. But overall, the preliminary findings 
highlighted a large number of potentially illegal land swaps taking place without public 
participation, a land management system that did not track land records, and a weak justice 
system that did not adequately address land law, allowing forced evictions of suspect legality. It 
also found open-air sewage and garbage spread around houses in poor areas, lack of access to 
water, sanitation, and electricity forcing villagers to turn to expensive private suppliers, and 
increasing economic and military acquisitions of communal lands by individuals that had 
seriously impacted the living conditions of indigenous populations and women.  

During his almost one month trip which ended this September, Mr. Kothari met with numerous 
government officials, local human rights groups, and non-governmental organizations, (NGOs) 
and visited first hand the Battambang, Banteay Meanchey, Siem Reap, and Kompong Speu 
provinces to gain an idea of urban and rural housing conditions.38

Cambodia removes four judges from court 

 

28/09/2005 23:01:09 

Four Cambodian judges have been sacked from their posts at the main court in the 
capital, Phnom Penh. The justice minister, Ang Vong Vathana, says the Phnom Penh Municipal 
Court judges have been “punished by the disciplinary council”, without giving details on what 
they are alleged to have done. The minister says he does not yet know what will happen to the 
four disgraced judges.Officials implicated in scandals are usually quietly transferred to other jobs, 
according to the AFP news agency. The judges' removal follows Prime Minister Hun Sen's 
declaration in March that he would crack down on bribery in the court system.The prime minister 
said there was a “mafia” of judges and prosecutors in Cambodia who take bribes to let suspects 
go free. In April three other judges from the same court were charged with taking bribes, along 
with six officials. No hearing date has yet been set for them.39

As we can see clearly what has been happening today in Cambodia. Khmer Surin in Thailand 
(Unsure how many million of Khmer Surins in Thailand?) claimed that they are no longer 
Khmer.  King Sihanouk stated in his (War & Hope) that: just look at Kampuchea Krom [south 
Vietnam]: what was once Kampuchean territory has now become an integral part of Vietnam and 

 

People do not know people 
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our unfortunate Khmer Krom compatriots are bound to lose their Pralung Cheat  [National Soul], 
since they been forced to give up their Kampuchean citizenship. 

Cambodians today really hate one another in their guts. They really look down on each other. 
They have really been killing each other for hundreds of years. They really respect the foreigners 
much better than their own people. They consider their enemies as their Brothers and Sisters. 
When Cambodian refugees who came to live in Australia feeling that they are no longer Khmer; 
for example, they open their shops in Springvale of Victoria State, they never put up any Khmer 
letters in front of the shop showing that this is being run by a Cambodian family. But contrary, 
they put up Yuon letters instead of Khmer. However, many of Yuon refugees/migrants here can’t 
speak Khmer, (Some others can speak Khmer very well) but they put up Khmer letters with their 
Yuon language nearly on every shop wherever I go in to buy something from them. Some of 
Cambodian refugees in Australia when they are asked where they come from? They answered 
that they came from Hong Kong, Malaysia, Thailand, and Indonesia…etc. instead of their own 
country, Cambodia. They answered this way because they might have thought that they should 
not be deserved to be born in Cambodia. 

They thank to their enemies every word they speak. As we can see clearly this drawing picture 
showing us Cambodian government ignores its people’s cries for help that their land is illegally 
encroached by Yuon endlessly so far so worse: 

Politics forum 
Cambodians Prevented From Farming by Viet Troops 
Posted By: UW (d-128-208-251-133.dhcp4.washington.edu) 
Date: Monday, 30 September 2002, at 11:49 a.m. 
 
Cambodians Prevented From Farming in Kompong Cham by Vietnamese Troops 
Report by Bo Proek. 

Armed Vietnamese troops with guns and ammunitions have prevented Cambodian people 
from some communes in Cambodia from farming on no less than 148 hectares of land in 
Kompong Cham Province's Memot District, arguing that the land belongs to Vietnam. 
Cambodian farmers have been farming the most part of this land since the 1940s, 1950s, and 
1960s.  

A Memot district official told authority early this week that this year Vietnamese troops along the 
border have prevented Cambodian farmers from working on the most part of this land. The 
Vietnamese troops affirmed that the land belongs to Vietnam.  

This official further said every year the Vietnamese have been preventing Cambodians from 
working the land. The Cambodians, arguing that the land belongs to Cambodia, insisted on 
farming the land. This year, however, the Vietnamese seem to be stricter than before.  
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This official said the district authorities of Cambodia and Vietnam are trying to resolve the 
problem. According to figures provided by the district authorities, the Vietnamese have prevented 
Cambodians from farming in five main areas: 32 hectares in Trapeang Russei, 15 hectares in 
Thlok Trach, 42.5 hectares in Tuol Kradah, 44 hectares in Trapeang Phlok Ti Muoy-Ti Pi, and 15 
hectares in Kak commune. Affected by this ban are over 100 families that have no land to farm. 
Kompong Cham provincial authorities have affirmed that reports have been forwarded to the 
Interior Ministry for intervention.  

 

 
Defrocked Monks Seek To Return to Pagoda 
THE CAMBODIA DAILY 
Tuesday, February 1, 2005 
 

Two ethnic Khmer Krom monks, who were defrocked and sent back to Vietnam in 
November for allegedly entering to Cambodia illegally, have returned and seeking to return to the 
monkhood. Speaking at a news conference in Phnom Penh on Monday, Sren Suong, 68, and Pov 
Socheat, 24, said they want to be reinstated at the same pagoda in Svay Rieng province’s 
Romduol district where they were defrocked on Nov 12. Svay Rieng authorities had arrested the 
monks before stripping their robes off without explanation, Sren Suong said. Provincial police 
Chief Soth Nady said if the chief monk in Romduol district gave permission for the two to be 
reinstated, he would allow them to stay in Cambodia. Thach Setha, director of the Khmer 
Kampuchean Krom Community, said authorities wrongfully defrocked the two as they did not 
breach Buddhist discipline. Provincial deputy police Chief Prak Cham decline to comment on 
why the action was taken. Earlier this month, King Norodom Sihamoni sent letters from the 
Khmer Krom people regarding the monks’ case to Prime Minister Hun Sen. (Yun Samean) 
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5 killed in land dispute in Cambodia 
Tuesday, March 22, 2005 at 04:10 JST 
Japantoday > Asia 
 

PHNOM PENH — At least five people were killed and a few others injured Monday in a 
land dispute in Cambodia’s northwest province of Banteay Meanchey, a district official said.Tan 
Svang, deputy chief of O’Chrov district, said five men were shot dead by police and military 
police in connection with a dispute over a 4-hectare land at around 9:30 a.m. (Kyodo News)40

Five killed in land dispute in north-western Cambodia 

 

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia: At least five people were killed Monday in a clash between 
villagers and security forces in northwestern Cambodia over a land dispute, officials said.   

About 120 police and military police officers went to a village in Banteay Meanchey province to 
carry out a court-ordered eviction of more than 200 families from a plot of land they allegedly 
occupied unlawfully, said Arn Soum, a provincial deputy governor.  About 200 villagers armed 
with knives, axes and stones resisted the eviction, but it was not immediately clear who provoked 
the violence, Arn Soum said.  Most of the dead were apparently villagers, he said.  One military 
police officer was seriously wounded by a protester armed with a knife, he said.—AP.41

Cambodian military police shoot dead four protesters in land dispute 

 

Date: 03/23/2005 

PHNOM PENH, (AFP) - Cambodian military police shot dead four villagers who were 
protesting their removal from disputed land in the kingdom’s northwest and injured three others, 
officials and activists said. “Our officials have just reported to me that four villagers were killed 
while three others were injured,” the deputy governor overseeing security in Banteay Meanchey 
province, Sok Sareth, told AFP by telephone.  

He said that a court had given the military police permission to clear an area where 
villagers were living that has been claimed by the village chief. “When the authorities went to ask 
them to move away, they refused to move and this led to a confrontation,” he said. “The villagers 
were armed with knives and axes to attack the military police and this caused the shootings. We 
are investigating the case,” he said, adding however that he believed both sides were partly 
responsible for the violence. He said he did not know the victims’ identities. Nhem Sarath from 
local rights group ADHOC confirmed four villagers were killed after more than 100 military 
police and police tried to clear an area in Kbal Spean village where 218 families live. “The people 
who were armed with sticks, knives and axes refused to move out so the military police fired 
shots to threaten them and a bullet hit a villager,” he told AFP, also speaking by telephone. “The 
villagers immediately rushed to help him and then confronted the authorities who opened fire at 
the crowd, resulting in four villagers being killed and three others injured.” He said the activists, 
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who had been monitoring the situation, were also threatened with arrest by the authorities. 
Villager Tuon Ang, who was shot in the leg, told AFP the families had been living on the land 
since 1997 but a court had ordered that it be handed to the village chief in 2000. A 2002 appeal 
by the villagers was rejected. "We rushed to defend ourselves and they opened fire at us," he said, 
urging the government to help the people keep their land. Land disputes are on the rise in 
Cambodia, where registries were largely destroyed under the Khmer Rouge (news - web sites) 
regime. Activists also allege that many tracts of land are being unfairly given to big business 
interests.  

 

Sarith’s quote: There will be another civil war in Cambodia between the rich and the poor again. 
Under Hun Sen and Norodom Rannariddh regime, Cambodian people lost their land every day to 
high ranking government. They stole the land from people and sell to business men. No one care 
about these people. Now they have to return to jungle to form military force and fight against Hun 
Sen and Norodom Rannariddh’s regime.42

Evictions Fuel Social Unrest in Cambodia 

 

By Kate Woodsome 
Phnom Penh, 07 April 2005 
 

Violent clashes between poor Cambodians and security forces evicting them from the 
land they live on have increased fears of widespread unrest over the country's land policy.  Large 
numbers of displaced people could hurt the country's bid for peaceful development.  
 
Chey Sophat sleeps in a makeshift shelter atop an unused dam in northwestern Cambodia. Ten 
meters away, the house he lived in for eight years lies in rubble. His family, along with 217 
others, lost its land on March 21 when the police enforced a court-ordered eviction. Five men 
were shot dead as the villagers - among Cambodia's poorest citizens - used axes, knives, acid and 
gasoline to try to hold onto their patch of land in Poipet Commune. The area is being developed 
as a casino resort for tourists from neighboring Thailand.  Chey Sophat says the villagers settled 
on the land years before it became a lucrative development zone, and toiled to clear the landmines 
left from decades of conflict. They built homes there while working across the border in Thailand 
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or running small businesses, such as selling noodles.But, despite their hard work, the villagers 
failed to establish their claim to the land, and the provincial court instead granted the land rights 
to a village chief with better political connections. Approximately 15 percent of the country's 13 
million people have no land to call their own.  And according to the World Bank, nearly 43 
percent of Cambodians live on $1 or less a day, up from 37 percent in 1996. Many rights 
advocates worry that the Poipet Commune conflict is a harbinger of the violence that could erupt 
as more people are displaced. Thun Saray, president of the Cambodian Human Rights and 
Development Association, says courts generally rule that Cambodia's poor are trespassers, and 
many see violence as their only hope.”If they don't care about this, I think the tension, violence 
would be increased more and more,” he said.  “And also the political [situation] will be unstable 
also if they lack the social and economic situation like this.”  The Khmer Rouge leaders who 
came to power in 1975 erased formal property rights. When the brutal regime fell in 1979, the 
huge numbers of Cambodians returning from work or refugee camps were forced to settle where 
they could. With their land titles destroyed or lost, it was impossible to respect the earlier claims 
that usually direct land allocation in post-conflict societies. Ensuing legislation has added 
complications. A new act passed in 2001 says that anyone occupying land for at least five years 
can claim ownership. But this law is often at odds with a 1992 law requiring people to provide a 
title to prove land rights. Those who settled in the nine years between are often left in limbo.Song 
Vannsin, a land expert with the aid agency Oxfam, says the system is ineffective, as anyone with 
money can buy a land title or influence a judge. “According to the observation, it seems like one 
party, the other party who tries to get the land from the poor, they always have the official 
document. And we don't know what is the legal document,” he said. Cambodia’s largely 
undeveloped countryside and cheap work force make the country inviting to commercial 
investors. And its recent accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO) has forced the 
country to discuss legislation and reforms to protect foreign and local business interests. 
However, according to one Western diplomat, the political will to enforce transparency and 
strengthen the rule of law is lacking, and the legal risks surrounding land often scare away 
investment. About 70 percent of Cambodia's population depends on subsistence farming, but 
farmland is increasingly being given to businesses. Nearly 15 percent of Cambodia's land has 
been granted to private companies for forestry, fishing, agricultural plantations and mining. 
Earlier this year, Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen temporarily froze land concessions, 
admitting the country must address land distribution problems or face what he called a “peasant 
revolution.” But in March, the government again began doling out land to waiting investors. 
International aid donors have blasted the government for granting contracts without full public 
knowledge and for allowing concessions to far exceed the legal 10,000 hectares. Some aid 
agencies say the deals also often do little to help the country's finances. Chea Vannath is director 
of the Center for Social Development, which analyzes social trends. She says people are 
increasingly desperate about land issues. "Before when people are unhappy, they took the gun 
and they go to the jungle. Now there's no more jungle to hide because of illegal logging," she 
said. Ms. Vannath thinks a steady deterioration of living conditions and stability is more likely 
than a revolt and is concerned about increases in violent crime, robbery, and trafficking of drugs 
and people. 
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At the Poipet Commune, Chey Sophat plans to salvage what he can of his burned and bulldozed 
possessions and then search for food and water. He hopes the government will find land for him 
and his neighbors, but he wearily predicts that they will face eviction once more.43

 
 

Cambodia’s king plants tree near disputed land concession 
Time is GMT + 8 hours 
Posted: 09 July 2005 1750 hrs 
 

SEN MONOROM, Cambodia: Cambodia's King Norodom Sihamoni has planted a tree 
on national forests day near the site of a controversial land concession to a Chinese forestry 
company that has sparked rare protests.  
 
The tree-planting ceremony in northeastern Mondulkiri province, also attended by government 
officials, appeared to be an effort to encourage calm after protests and blockades by residents 
against the concession. The ethnic Phnong community living in the area says the granting of the 
land to Chinese company Wuzishan LS Group last year has resulted in their destruction of their 
ancestral forests and grazing land. The concession has also been criticised by UN human rights 
envoy Peter Leuprecht who said this week it violated the rights of indigenous people. The king 
stressed at the tree-planting ceremony, attended by about 5,000 mostly Phnong people, that the 
government was committed to protecting the country's forests. “The replanting of trees here 
means the government of Cambodia is paying attention to the protection of forests, which is a 
beneficial resource for us now and in the future,” he said. The 52-year-old king said he 
sympathized with the Phnong’s concerns. “The people in the northeast live with attachment to the 
forests,” he said. “The misery of the minority people here is also the misery of my parents and I,” 
he said, referring to former king Norodom Sihanouk and ex-queen Monineath. The monarch, who 
has become popular since he ascended the throne in October last year following his father's 
surprise abdication, urged Cambodians to plant trees and protect the kingdom's natural resources. 
“I appeal to all compatriots to help protect forestry and wildlife resources as well as fisheries, to 
keep them sustainable, and to help plant trees in order to keep them for the younger generation,” 
he said.  
 
The king has made a point of traveling around the country since he took over from his 82-year-
old father, who is enormously popular in Cambodia's countryside where people regard him as a 
demi-god.44

                                                           
43 
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The Princes, Princesses and their people must run away for their lives from their 
hometowns  

As we have seen the Royal Families and Cambodian people are still living in exile abroad. Some 
Royal Families and Cambodian people have returned to Cambodia since 1991, when UN 
deployed UNTAC’s troops in Cambodia.The Cambodian people were brutally scattered into 
everywhere in South East Asia for almost seven hundred years by Siamese imperialists and 
landplunderers. But the worst things are the late 20th  and 21st century; the Cambodian people 
have been brutally dispersed into everywhere in the world by Murderous Yuon Communist, 
Colonialist and Imperialist leaders who are the worst murderous violators of human rights on 
earth because the greatest ambition of Ho Chi Minh’s evil formula of Indochinese 
Federation/Communist party was appallingly created in 1930 was to send millions of millions of 
his illegal Yuon settlers into Khmer Krom and Khmer Kandal from Hanoi. And Cambodians are 
on the brink of extinction. 

 

Along the border, early 1982 - Thousands of refugees living along the Western border face the constant threat of 
retaliatory shelling as a result of fighting between guerrilla factions and Vietnamese troops.45
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Nong Chan, December 1981 - About once a month, tens of thousands of people trek from deep inside the country, to 
receive rice and cooking oil from the aid agencies.46

 

Nong Samet, Thai border, January 1982 - Early morning shelling in a refugee camp on the western border. The 
wounded flock to the nearest hospital on bicycle, foot or by any other means of transport. 
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Nong Chan refugee camp near the border with Thailand, December 1982 - Tens of thousands of people have walked 
for days to collect rice at a border distribution center.47

Large number of refugees streamed north, some to avoid the fighting, some to escape the Yuon, 
the historic invader.

 

48

Meanwhile many thousands of refugees poured on to the border with Thailand, forming large 
camps where hunger, disease and deprivation were rampant. Initially the Thai would neither 
admit their presence nor permit aid to be distributed. It seemed that once the Thai officially 
stated that the camps existed on its soil the United Nations would be involved with considerable 
complications.

 

49

As the Siamese (Thais) expanded their kingdom to the West they began, with encouragement of 
the Kubla Khan to the north, to lay waste to Angkor. They annexed province after province and 
finally seized and sacked the capital itself. In 1431 the Khmers were driven out; thousands were 
carried off to Siam as slaves. Conscious of the power of the water works, the Siamese destroyed 
them. They stripped the temples and palaces of their rich adornments; the gray stones were left 
naked to face an encroaching jungle. It had vanished so completely that earlier in the nineteenth 
century, when Chinese texts mentioning Angkor were translated; no one believed it still existed 
at all.

 

Angkor will become a terrible wilderness 

50
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Yet hidden away in the jungles of the interior, until recently all unknown to the Western World, 
are mute witnesses that here man lived and toiled and ruled and wrought his dreams into 
magnificent stone temples and marvels of sculpture and decoration which nowhere else on earth 
has he ever been able to match-wonders which, for combined extent, magnitude, and splendour, 
dwarf and reduce almost to common place, the much-heralded wonders of Egypt and Greece and 
Rome.51

With the disappearance of this class and the removal of the capital from Angkor, the temples 
were soon abandoned, the old religions all but disappeared, and Sanskrit was forgotten.

 

52

Like a serpent shedding its skin, these descendants of the fabled Naga princess left their weary 
past behind them and moved on to a far region where they were no longer haunted by a 
nightmare of temples. In the long and brilliant Angkor period, no scene enacted on its battlefields 
or carved upon the walls of its galleries is more dramatic than its close. The story is related by no 
chronicle, recorded by no inscription, pictured by no bas-relief; but its implication is clear: First 
the king and the surviving notables, and then the people, fled from the “great and glorious 
capital” of the Khmer civilization  as if it were ridden with plague.

 

53

Cambodia has been in turmoil for more than six centuries that are caused by Murderous Siamese 
and Yuonese Communist, Colonialist and Imperialist leaders. As we see clearly the 
unrest/turmoil has been taking place from 1970 until now. The coup d’etat in 1970, Lon Nol’s 
dictatorial regime was toppled. On 17th April 1975, the Vietnamese soldiers were secretly 
disguised as Khmer Rouge Soldiers took over Phnom Penh by force. American Imperialists and 

 

As we have seen what is happening from 1970 to 1991. Angkor and every city in Cambodia also 
became the “Ghost towns,” which were secretly created by Ho Chi Minh’s murderous formula of 
Indochinese Communist party in 1930. The town peoples were brutally forced to live in the 
forests far away from the cities when Indochinese Communist Party took over Cambodia in 
1975. From 1975-1979, Cambodia and her people, were led by the “Mysterious Anonymous 
Higher Organisation,” who had no school, no holiday, no library, no cinema, no market, no 
doctor, no medicine…etc. Everything was shut down. Every day was a really hard and forced 
labour. Changing from black crow to a white swan (during the war from 1970-75, Khmer Rouge 
known as “men in black/black crow” and from 1979-91, the Vietnamese known as “White 
Swan”, who toppled their comrade in arms Khmer Rouge from the power to pave the way for 
Ho’s murderous formula was to incorporate Cambodia, Kampuchea Krom and Laos into one 
Indochinese Communist party, led by murderous Yuon Hanoi leaders. 

Turmoil in the country 
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her Allied ran away losing their underpants in Cambodia and Kampuchea Krom/Vietnam. On 7th 
January 1979, the Hanoi Leaders sent their invasion troops to topple their comrade in arms 
Khmer Rouge and Pol Potists.  In late 1991, after the signing Paris Peace Agreement was to 
bring Aides and so far many millions of illegal Vietnamese migrants and prostitutes into 
Cambodia. After the Fair and free elections of 1993 were monitored and supervised by UNTAC, 
Hun Sen knew that the UNTAC troops were going home. He wanted to share the powers with 
the Prince Ranariddh so he ordered his Tiger Soldiers and secret police to use the tanks against 
the results of elections, which were fairly and freely monitored and supervised by UNTAC. A 
grenade attack killed at least a dozen people in downtown of Phnom Penh before the bloodshed 
coup. On 5-6 July 1997 of the brutal coup d’etat, was created by Hun Sen and his Tiger Soldiers 
to topple Prince Ranariddh and Funcinpec Party. There was much uncountable causality, and 
houses burned to ash. September 1998, there were hundreds of thousands of Cambodian peaceful 
and freedom-lover demonstrators were brutally crushed by Hun Sen’s Tiger Soldiers and Hok 
Lundi’s. Many of who were disappeared without a trace. In July 1999, a movie star, Piseth 
Pilika, brutally shot to death in broad daylight, by an order of a jealousy wife of the Big-brutal 
Shark in CPP and more…. 

In early 1967, an insurrection broke out in the area around Samlot in Battambang, a province 
long noted for the presence of large landowners and great disparities of wealth. Local resentment 
focused on tax collections and on the decision of the revenue-starved government to expropriate 
land to build a sugar refinery near Samlot. In January 1967, irate villagers attacked a tax 
collection brigade-an incident that recalled the 1925 murder of the French resident in the area. 
With the probable encouragement of local communist cadres, the insurrection quickly spread 
through the whole region. Sihanouk was on one of his frequent sojourns in France, and Lon Nol, 
the prime minister, responded harshly. After returning home in March 1967, Sihanouk personally 
supervised counterinsurgency measures. He later mentioned, in an offhand way, that the 
effectiveness of the royal armed forces had restored the peace but that approximately 10,000 
people had died. 

The insurgency was not suppressed completely. It spread rapidly from Batdambang to the 
southern and to the southwestern provinces of Pouthisat (Pursat), Kampong Chhnang, Kampong 
Cham, Kampong Speu, Kampot, and the central province of Kampong Thom. By the end of 
1968, unrest was reported in eleven of the country's eighteen provinces. The Khmer Loeu 
regions of Mondul Kiri (Mondolkiri) Province and Ratanak Kiri Province fell almost entirely 
under KCP control by the end of the decade.54

United States bombing of enemy troop dispositions in Cambodia - particularly in the summer of 
1973, when intense aerial bombardment (known as Arclight) was used to halt a Khmer Rouge 
assault on Phnom Penh -bought time for the Lon Nol government, but did not stem the 
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momentum of the communist forces. United States official documents give a figure of 79,959 
sorties by B-52 and F-111 aircraft over the country, during which a total of 539,129 tons of 
ordnance were dropped, about 350 percent of the tonnage (153,000 tons) dropped on Japan 
during World War II. Many of the bombs that fell in Cambodia struck relatively uninhabited 
mountain or forest regions; however, as declassified United States Air Force maps show, others 
fell over some of the most densely inhabited areas of the country, such as Siemreab Province, 
Kampong Chhnang Province, and the countryside around Phnom Penh. Deaths from the 
bombing are extremely difficult to estimate, and figures range from a low of 30,000 to a high of 
800,000, with UN and CIA estimates of 600,000 or more and others 100,000. Whatever the real 
extent of the casualties, the Arclight missions over Cambodia, which were halted in August 15, 
1973, by the United States Congress, delivered shattering blows to the structure of life in some of 
the country’s villages, and, according to some critics, drove the Cambodian people into the arms 
of the Khmer Rouge. 

The bombing was by far the most controversial aspect of the United States presence in 
Cambodia. In his book Sideshow, William Shawcross provides a vivid image of the hellish 
conditions, especially in the months of January to August 1973, when the Arclight sorties were 
most intense. He claims that the bombing contributed to the forging of a brutal and single-
mindedly fanatical Khmer Rouge movement. However, his arguments have been disputed by 
several United States officials -including the former ambassador to Cambodia, Emory C. Swank, 
and the former Air Force commander in Thailand, General John W. Vogt - in an appendix to the 
second volume of the memoirs of then Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger.55

 

  

The war-torn countryside, south of Phnom Penh, July 1973 - Lon Nol troops supported by American fighter-
bombers advance near the town of Samrong, 20 km from the airport. The planes had been conducting aerial 
bombing of forward Khmer Rouge positions, a few hundred meters away from the government front line.56
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On the banks of the Mekong River, March 1975 

Government soldiers killed in an operation to the south of the city are brought back near the 
Japanese bridge by navy boats. Grieving families from the surrounding villages come to collect 
the bodies. 

 

Phnom Penh, March 1975 

As government troops around the capital retreat in disarray, increasing numbers of soldiers 
abandon the front lines and return to their families. 
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Takmau, March 1975 

Wounded government soldiers have a better chance of finding a bed in one of the ill-equipped 
city hospitals. Their relatives stay in the hospital to look after them as medical staffs are in short 
supply. 

 

Pochentong, 13 April 1975 
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The day after the American airlift, the airport is subjected to heavy rocket attack. This last 
barrage eventually closes it down, adding a few more casualties to a long list. The capital is now 
sealed off from the outside world. 

 

Monivong Boulevard, 17 April 1975 

In the early morning, as the last fighting rages in the Tuol Kok area, soldiers and civilians retreat 
towards the city center. 

 

Monivong Boulevard, 17 April 1975 
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A family carrying all of its worldly possessions searches for a place to go as the Khmer Rouge 
order the population to evacuate the city.  

 

Monivong Boulevard, 17 April 1975 

Check points are hastily set up on main cross-roads by personnel who seem to already have 
instructions from high command. At first they ignored foreigners who were taking pictures, but 
the mood changed later in the day.  

 

The Khmer Rouge orders the population to leave the city and instruct foreigners to regroup inside the French 
Embassy. Hundreds of affluent Khmers attempt to seek asylum from the French authorities. 
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Phnom Malai on the Thai border, October 1979 

Following the Vietnamese occupation of Cambodia, large numbers of refugees flee the Khmer 
Rouge controlled zones in the hills. Many die of exhaustion and are buried in the bushes. 

 

Western border, September 1979 

Journeying through the forest with a guerrilla unit, we pass an exodus of starving refugees 
heading towards the Thai border in the pouring monsoon rains. 
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Phnom Malai, November 1979 

Following the end of the monsoons, the once flooded paths are now parched by the scorching 
sun. The journey to the Thai border soon becomes an agonizing feat of endurance. 57

 

Western Cambodia, September 1979 
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For tens of thousands of refugees, the only means of escape was to reach the Thai border. 
Exhausted and in pouring monsoon rains, this woman takes a rest, a day’s walk from possible 
salvation.  

 

On the Thai border, October 1979 

In a jungle clearing along the border, a crowd of refugees has assembled, awaiting help from 
international aid organizations based in Thailand.  

 

Sakeo refugee camp, November 1979 
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This camp was set up in record time to accommodate thousands of refugees from the Khmer 
Rouge controlled jungle. It proved too late, however, for many children who died of starvation.  

 

Sakeo, May 1980 

International aid organizations made valiant attempts to bring the conflict to the attention of the 
public. The famed Vietnam era singer Joan Baez even visited a refugee camp to assess the 
situation and to promote fund raising operations back in the US.  

 

Along the Thai border, North of Aranyaprathet, January 1985 
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An attack on the KPNLF guerrilla forces by the Vietnamese army leaves many casualties. Here a 
wounded Khmer is carried by fellow soldiers to an international Red Cross medical post.58

 

Thai border north of Aranyaprathet, January 1985 

 

A wounded member of the KPNLF guerrilla forces is stretchered out to the nearest field hospital 
after an attack by the Vietnamese army.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

O’Samach border check point, November 1998 
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The sounds of gunfire and shelling once again echo through the border village of O’Samach in 
scenes strikingly reminiscent of the pre-UN days. The fighting unleashed a new wave of refugees 
which was only stemmed following strong intervention by King Sihanouk. 
 

Massacre Civil in 1997 by Hun Sen army 

 

 

59
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Massacring civil in 1997 by Hun Sen’s army  

60
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A plot to kill Touch Srey Nich in Bangkok 

The family of Touch Srey Nich, who escaped an assassination attempt last year (KI, 24 October 
2003: “Rumors about the shooting of Touch Srey Nich”) and has been since under intensive 
medical care in Bangkok, has expressed concern about a possible plot to kill the former singer 
once for all. They have moved her to a different place. Because the bed-ridden Touch Srey Nich 
has recovered her voice and her ability to communicate, she could make revelations that could 
prove embarrassing for some powerful people in Cambodia.61

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Highest respect 
Again they KILLED... 
Posted By: Coco  
Date: Thursday, 22 January 2004, at 12:10 p.m. 
 

Plain clothed police officers check the scene where Cambodia's most prominent trade 
union activist Chea Vichea was shot dead in downtown Phnom Penh. Vichea was shot three times 
in the chest while he was reading a newspaper.  
 
Cambodian police officer makes notes in front of the body of prominent labor leader Chea Vichea 
in Phnom Penh Thursday Jan. 22, 2004. Chea Vichea, president of the Cambodian Free Trade 
Union of workers affiliated with the country's main opposition party, was fatally shot at a 
newspaper stand in Phnom Penh Thursday morning. Relatives hold the body of Cambodia's top 
garment workers' union leader, Chea Vichea, at a Buddhist temple in Phnom Penh, January 22, 
2004. The shooting, the latest in a string of high-profile, broad-daylight killings, is likely to 
increase the impoverished Southeast Asian nation's reputation for violence. Cambodian union 
members grieve in front of the body of prominent labor leader Chea Vichea at union headquarters 
in Phnom Penh Thursday January 22, 2004. Chea Vichea was fatally shot at a newspaper stand in 
Phnom Penh this morning. 
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Ten of thousands of supporters of the slain Cambodian union leader Chea Vichea turn out to march in his funeral 
procession Sunday, Jan. 25, 2004, in Phnom Penh. 

Cambodia’s women infected with AIDS increase 

Cambodia’s women infected with HIV/AIDS have increased at an alarming rate in recent 
years, local media reported on Thursday. Since 1997, more women than men are infected with 
HIV/AIDS each year, though efforts made to stop the spread of HIV/AIDS has resulted a drop in 
cases in Cambodia from 2.1 percent in 2002 to 1. 9 percent last year.  

According to the Ministry of Health, 60 percent of HIV/AIDS patients were women between 
2003 and 2004. Among 100 women with HIV/AIDS, 42 were housewives infected by their 
husbands. This trend may be more a social than a health problem, officials warned on Wednesday 
at a national forum. Women are afraid of being hit by their husbands if they suggest using 
condoms, The Cambodia Daily quoted Thida Khus, executive director of the Cambodian NGO 
Siaka, as saying. Officials call for giving women greater importance in society, saying if they feel 
valued, women will be more comfortable negotiating with their husbands and protecting 
themselves and their children from infection.62

 

  

 

                                                           
62 http://english.peopledaily.com.cn/200507/21/eng20050721_197534.html 
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Politics forum 
IFJ protests crackdown on free speech in Cambodia 
Posted By: Akkara (s0106002078061c39.vs.shawcable.net) 
Date: Thursday, 28 July 2005, at 4:15 p.m. 
IFJ/IFEX) - The following is an IFJ media release 

The International Federation of Journalists (IFJ), the global organisation representing 
over 500,000 journalists worldwide, today protested against the Cambodian Government's seizure 
of a report on institutionalised corruption and its decision to deny environmental and human 
rights advocacy group Global Witness entry into Cambodia. "This systematic silencing and 
intimidation of people that expose corruption is alarming and should not be tolerated," said IFJ 
President Christopher Warren. According to information received by the IFJ from its affiliate in 
Cambodia, the Cambodian Association for the Protection of Journalists (CAPJ), five Global 
Witness staff have been banned from entering Cambodia. On July 18, Global Witness' assistant 
Cambodia coordinator was stopped by immigration officials at Pochentong and put on a plane 
back to Thailand. It is believed the ban came directly from the Prime Minister, who ordered the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs to look into Global Witness' continued presence in Cambodia. Global 
Witness was also the target of this unjust crackdown when 2,100 copies of its report 
“Institutionalised Corruption and Illegal Logging in Cambodia's Aural Wildlife Sanctuary” were 
intercepted by customs officials at Pochentong Airport on February 20, 2005. The worrying 
crackdown on free speech appears to have been led by Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen, who 
had formerly welcomed Global Witness' presence in Cambodia as early as November 2004. The 
Hun Sen government came to power on the back of a tough stance against illegal logging but has 
done little to address the fact that most of Cambodia's illegal loggers are either close 
acquaintances with, or related to, the Prime Minister. Instead, the government has taken steps to 
crack down on free speech that is critical of the corruption that is rife in the government and 
illegal logging sectors.  

The ban is a direct violation of civil liberties and is of great concern to the IFJ, which demands 
that freedom of political speech be upheld.  

Nokor Korm Khlok in 1970 

Angoli Raja Siha fled his country to China. Puth Tum Niey clearly tells us that he was crowned a 
king when he was young. Angoli Raja Siha or Sihanouk Maharaja, who is small but no one can 
embrace him; who is big but no one can see him. (He’s small but no one can embrace him, mean 
“in the past, his country was so extremely big, but in the long run she has been nicely eaten little 
by little from the Thais in the West, and the Vietnamese in the east. Only Phnom Penh and 
Angkor Wat left now. But he will get them back in the future with the International Court of 
Justice in the Hague/ in Paris, and his country will become bigger and bigger once again (He’s 
big but no one can see him, mean “He’s the most Genius Mighty God-King on earth. No one can 
read his mind and heart. No one also can understand what he’s been doing/ or what he wants for 
his country and his endless suffering people. As he stated in his (War & Hope): this book is 
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dedicated to my beloved Khmer people, whose suffering is unparalleled in human history: a 
people now in its death throes due to the unchecked conflict between two types of communism. 

When he fled to find a resolution about territories, then there were 10 000 eight-evil-spirited 
heads, who were brought, in 1628, from Himalaya by Preah Indra. Those eight-evil-spirited 
heads that came in to live in the body of all Khmer ministers, officials and officers in every 
ministry. Those ministers/officers, who were bought up by the capitalism, being kept like their 
servants.  

What King Norodom Sihanouk really wants now for his people and country as he surprisingly 
told the world that: Under international control, Cambodia must be made 100 percent neutral. It 
must adopt Swiss-style neutrality, not settle for the more flexible course of nonalignment. The 
advantage of the process and eventual Swiss-style would be that neither the United States, the 
USSR, not the People’s Republic of China would then be able to find any excuse for military 
intervention in our country.63

 

 

The Year of Tiger, 17 April 1975, which Puth Tum Niey also precisely forecasts about Thmil 
Monkeys (=Infidel Khmer Rouge) came out everywhere from the jungles, bushes, scrubs, the 
caves of hills/mountains and rocks/stones…etc. to force, arrest and kill anyone who didn’t follow 
their drastic orders of Angkar Leu, was chaotic period causing diseases, starvation and death and 
so on as people in the outside world already knows about this very well. Look at the smiling of 
the infidel Monkeys: 

Near the French Embassy Compound, 17 April 1975 - After a few hours of sporadic gunfire, a group of Khmer 
Rouge regulars enters the city. Several civilians go out to meet them waving white flags.64

                                                           
63 Norodom Sihanouk: War and Hope: The Case for Cambodia (1980) P.140 
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January 7, 1978-1979: The year of Horse, and the Year of Goat 

Puth Tum Niey precisely tells us that there are troops, who come from Ang Hue/Hanoi, are 
called “Kang Toap Thammeuk Ang Hue Hanoi, fought against the infidels in Kampuchea, whose 
regime was 3 years and 8 months was being eliminated. Thmil Thammeuk who struggled to fight 
against Thammeuk Ang Hue but failed and ran to leave all bodies on the spot of battlefront. 
Some ran to hide themselves at border as refugees. Some stayed as regular soldiers there. 

Militarily defeated, the Khmer Rouge retreated to the jungles of the border with Thailand, where 
they then established camps and began a guerrilla-type war of resistance, aided by the terrain and 
compliant neighbours who feared Vietnamese expansionism into Cambodia.65

 

Thai border, May 1983 - Regular clashes between armed groups on the border lead to high casualties among the 
guerrilla factions. 

 

 

Thai border, May 1983 - A soldier calls out for help whilst comforting a wounded comrade during a skirmish near 
the Thai border. 

                                                           
65 Colin Pratt: Killing the Khmer (2000) P.58 
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 These troops are known as “Kang Toap Sdech Sar Reang Touch Sdoeung= Troops of Small, 
White and Thin Prince”, who reign Three Countries: 

Nokor Nam Coc Yuon Keo. (Khmer Krom in South Vietnam.)  

Nokor Kork Nokrang Laos. 

Nokor Kork Khlok Kampuchea Khmer 

Collin Pratt, who writes in his “Killing The Khmer”, also clearly tells us Khmer victims in 2000: 

As the situation in Cambodia developed it became clear that the Vietnamese were intending to 
dig in for a long stay and talk of the old Indochinese Federation idea was heard again. This was 
not good news for the surrounding ASEAN nations who all kept a watchful eye on the 
Vietnamese whose history had been one of expansionism.66

 

 

Angkor Wat, August 1989 Vietnamese soldiers outside Cambodia’s world famous Angkor Wat. Sitting atop an 
armoured personnel carrier, they are on one of their last patrols, just one month before the final pullout.67

Puth also clearly tells us to keep our eyes on the strange characters of two kinds of people; 
women and men. If men look like women, and if women look like men. The men who keep their 
hair long like 8 evil-spirit heads, or women’s characters became men’s. This is called “Oth Bath 
Phen Day” (=Presage of doom, sign of evil of the Earth), which is nearly time for Thammeuk of 

 

From 1982 on 

                                                           
66 Colin Pratt: Killing the Khmer (2000) P.61 
67 http://www.asiahorizons.com/CAMBODIABOOK/ 
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8 Directions (=Exiled Prince Sihanouk, Son Sann, Khmer Rouge, Freedom Fighters/Monika go 
to fight against each other (=against Hun Sen, Chea Sim, Heng Samrin and their masters, Hanoi 
with Soviet supporters) fiercely at Tonle Chartaumuk in Phnom Penh! During combating against 
each other so fiercely that terribly caused turmoil and bandits who raped and killed innocent 
people. 

1982, the year of the Dog 

Preah Bath Angoli Siha/Sihanouk Maharaja who fled Nokor Kork Khlock Kampuchea Khmer. 
During that year, he visited in a political way at border to strengthen and form many forces 
everywhere to combat against Kang Toap Ang Hue/Hanoi troops who controlled Nokor Kork 
Khlock Kampuchea. 

 

Prince Sihanouk, May 1983 - Returning to Cambodia for the first time since he was exiled by the Khmer Rouge in 
1977, Prince Sihanouk is welcomed by coalition partners Kieu Sampan and Ieng Sary.68

                                                           
68 
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Democratic Kampuchea Base Camp - During an official ceremony in the jungles of Eastern Cambodia near the Thai 
border, Khmer Rouge regulars stand to attention for Prince Sihanouk. He was visiting the official capital of the loose 

alliance of factions fighting the Phnom Penh government supported by Vietnam.69

Just the anger was to be sent out to Preah Indra who opens his eyes and say: ‘Oh, Buddhist 
religion was completely destroyed. I must come down to help!’  Then Sakadevaraja told Preah 

 

In 1983-84 

Preah bath Angoli Siha, who has thought about 5 years’ plans ahead in his mind about the past 
territories in the West (Thailand) and in the East (Vietnam). The territory in the West between 
1550 and 1600, and the territory in the East between 1706 and 1825, both of which must be 
achieved in 1989. If these plans are still so complicated, which he will let to be achieved until 
1995, the Year of the Pig. (As far as we all know his plans didn’t work well so far, because in 
Cambodia today, where is full of Yuon spies. I’ll tell my readers later about Preah Khan Pich/ 
Diamond Sacred Sword.) 

In 1984-85 

During this period, it was the year of zero in Nokor Kampuchea; dead everywhere. The survivors 
are only the Buddhist believers, disabled people and lepers…etc. who will meet Neak Mean Bon 
Preah Se Ametrei, who will put off the flame of war, restores Buddhist religion in 1989/1995. 
(Neak Mean Bon Preah Se Ametrei; Puth might mean King Sihanouk who was escorted back to 
his royal palace in Phnom Penh by UNTAC’s peace-keeping forces.) 

In 1989, the year of the Dragon, an old Chinaman carries a script/Kompii… 
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Veskam Pisnoka to transform himself into an old Chinaman who carries a script/Kompii to find a 
Mighty Man/Neak Mean Bon. Preah Veskam Pisnoka flown down right to the war zone at once 
at Tonle Chartaumuk.  Damnang Kang Thmil of Kampuchea, Samdech Sihanouk, who saw an 
old Chinaman carrying a script/Kompii like that, asked, “Chinaman, where are you carrying this 
Kompii to?”  Then Preah Veskam Pisnoka replied “I’m carrying this Kompii to seek Neak Mean 
Bon Thammeukraja!”  Then Siha of Kampuchea Khmer said, “It’s me the body of 
Thammeukraja. You don’t need to seek him anywhere. I’ve just come from Peking recently. You 
see there are great number of troops of Warsaw, Peking, Korea, Cuba, Asian and Thailand.” 
Preah Veskam Pisnoka said to Siha, “No, please don’t misunderstand, to lift yourself to be 
Thammeukraja. You are Thammeuk of 8 Directions!” 

Collin Pratt clearly tells us that there are so many foreign supporters supported then-exiled 
Prince Sihanouk during the struggle against the Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia from 1980s to 
1990s: 

Singapore was the first nation among them to invite Prince Sihanouk to visit and discuss the 
future of his country. They asked what assistance could be given to his cause. As ever, the 
Singaporeans, under Lee, were pragmatic and wanted immediate and logical answers to the 
queries as to what could be done to free the Khmer. They have remained good friends to 
Cambodia ever since, although showing impatience at times. 

There followed a flood of invitation from countries sympathetic to Sihanouk’s cause and it 
became clear that organised resistance to the occupation of Cambodia would become a reality if 
the Vietnamese could not be convinced to leave by negotiation.70

Whereas Thammeuk porteap ah Siam also offered their petition of all territories back to the King 
from the border of Prei Chek to Poi Pet, 75 provinces.  The Mighty King allows these Siamese to 
live in all 75 provinces under the law of Khmer until 5000 years of Buddhist Era. As we clearly 

 

Then Preah Veskam Pisnoka/Chinaman walked away to have found Neak Mean Bon/Mighty 
King. Then Thmil evils dropped their weapons, and took up their bronze weapons (=pens used to 
sign peace agreement) to fire again so fiercely. Those Thmil evils keep firing until the water 
(=the ink in the pens) came out. Then Thammeuk Ang Hue agreed to cede all stolen territories, 
which are already in the list, have been under their long-year control from Svay Rieng to 
Kampuchea Krom. After all territories are returned to Cambodians, then they saluted to 
withdraw their troops back to Trang Trap Trang Keung Krong Hue Hanoi: 

Robolyo Yuon Nam Coc, Yuon Keo nov sol mui Koh, pok Khmer yok oah pi kedamnel. (Yuon, 
who are in big trouble, will lose everything they have illegally plundered from Khmers, will have 
only Hanoi left because Khmer will take it back from their ancestors’ legacy.) 

                                                           
70 Colin Pratt: Killing the Khmer (2000) P.61 
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see new King Sihamoni of Cambodia who went to meet the leaders of China in Beijing recently. 
This news is really surprised everyone that Puth Tum Niey seems to forecast not only what has 
been happening in Cambodia, but he can tell us that only Chinese can help Cambodians to free 
themselves from all foreigners’ hot yokes. We carefully examine the friendly conversation 
between the King of Cambodia and the Chinese leaders who have faithfully promised to each 
other: 

UPDATED: 20:14, October 29, 2004 
Sihamoni ascends throne of Cambodia 
 

Newly selected king Norodom Sihamoni has ascended the throne of Cambodia at a 
solemn coronation ceremony held in the Throne Room of the Royal Palace Friday in Phnom 
Penh. In the presence of hundreds of government officials, lawmakers and foreign diplomats, the 
new monarch said he will abide by the Cambodian Constitution and laws and work in the interest 
of the nation and his people. The 51-year-old unmarried king said he was very much honored to 
have the chance to serve his country and people. He thanked the Senate, National Assembly, 
Constitutional Council, Supreme Court, and the Royal Government and the Cambodian people 
for supporting him to succeed his father king Norodom Sihanouk. He thanked in particular his 
father, pledging to follow the example of his august father to take care of his compatriots. 
Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen, President of the Senate Chea Sim and National Assembly 
President Prince Norodom Rannariddh, who is also the new king's half-brother, took part in the 
coronation ceremony. Prince Sihamoni was chosen as the new monarch of the country by the 
nine-member Royal Council on Oct. 14 following his father king Norodom Sihanouk announced 
abdication on fragile health a week earlier in Beijing. He is the second king for the Cambodian 
nation in 60 years. Friday's coronation ceremony was broadcast live on TV and radio across the 
country to let more people watch the historic moment.  

At 6 p.m. (1100 GMT) monks of over 3,000 pagodas nationwide started beating gongs and drums 
and chanting sutras simultaneously to pray for blessings for the new king and fireworks were lit 
off, pushing the three-day celebration to a climax. 

Backgrounder: Profile of Norodom Sihamoni  

Born on May 14, 1953 

 In Phnom Penh, he is the son of King Norodom Sihanouk and his wife Norodom 
Monineath Sihanouk. 

From 1959-1962 
 Primary schooling at the Norodom School and then at the Descartes High School in 

Phnom Penh. 
From 1962-1967  
 Primary and secondary schooling at a high school in Prague in Czechoslovakia. 
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From 1967-1971  
 Attending dance, music and theatre courses at the National Conservatory of Prague. 

In 1970 
 Awarded high school certificate in Prague (with “Very Good” marks).  

In 1971 
 Attending first prize course of classical dance at the National Conservatory of Prague. 

Form 1971-1975  
 Attending higher dance, music and theatre courses at the Academy of Musical Art of 

Prague.  
In 1975 
 Graduated from the academy.  

In 1975 
 Author of a thesis on the conception and administration of artistic schools in Cambodia.  

From 1975-1976 
 Engaged in higher studies of cinematography in the Democratic People's Republic of 

Korea.  
Since 1981 
 Professor of classical dance and artistic pedagogy at the Marius Petipa Conservatory, the 

Gabriel Faure Conservatory and the W.A. Mozart Conservatory of the city of Paris.  
Since 1984 
 President of the Khmer Dance Association in France and Director General and Artistic 

Director of the Ballet Group “Deva.” 
Since 1990 
 Director General and Artistic Director of the Khmer Cinematographic Society “Khemara 

Pictures.” 
In 1992 
 Chosen unanimously by the members of the Supreme National Council of Cambodia to 

be permanent representative of Cambodia to the United Nations.  
On August 30, 1993 
 Appointed as ambassador of the Kingdom of Cambodia to UNESCO. 

On February 1, 1994   
 Elevated by the King to the rank of Samdech Krom Khun (Great Prince).  

 
He knows the Khmer language, fluent in French and Czech, good English and Russian. 
Decorations: Grand Cross of the Royal Order of Monisaraphon (Cambodia), Grand Officer of the 
Legion D’ Honneur (France). He is unmarried.  
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UPDATED: 17:14, August 10, 2005 

King of Cambodia arrives in Beijing for state visit 

King of Cambodia Norodom Sihamoni arrived in Beijing Wednesday afternoon for a 
five-day state visit to China at the invitation of President Hu Jintao.  
It is King Sihamoni's first state visit abroad since he ascended the throne in October last year after 
the abdication of his 82-year-old father Norodom Sihanouk, and it is also his first state visit to 
China in his capacity as a king “King's visit is very important to Cambodia because China is 
Cambodia's old and true friend and China is playing an important role in the region and the 
world,” National Assembly President Prince Norodom Rannariddh told reporters at the Phnom 
Penh International Airport. The prince said he believes the King's visit will surely further 
strengthen the traditional and friendly relationship between the two countries. Besides his cancer-
stricken father, who will return to Beijing for further medical treatment with his wife, former 
queen Monineath, King Sihamoni is being accompanied by a more than 50- member delegation 
including Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs Hor Namhong, and other senior 
government officials and members of the royal family.  

Hu Qianwen, Chinese ambassador to Cambodia, told Xinhua earlier that both the Chinese and 
Cambodian governments attach great importance to the visit of King Sihamoni. During his visit, 
King Sihamoni will hold official talks with Chinese President Hu Jintao, and meet with other 
Chinese senior leaders and tour Tianjin, Ambassador Hu said.71

Chinese premier meets Cambodian king, stressing China-ASEAN ties 

 

 

Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao (R) shakes hands 
with Cambodian King Norodom Sihamoni 
during their meeting in Beijing, capital of 

China, August 10, 2005. 
 

                                                           
71 Source: Xinhua Updated: 11:05, August. 12. 2005 
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Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao met with King of Cambodia Norodom Sihamoni 
Wednesday in Beijing. Wen said the China-Cambodia friendship is fostered through efforts of 
generations of leaders from the two countries and has endured the test of international changes 
over the past years. “The two sides have always actively developed friendly relations as good 
neighbors and achieved a series of substantial results in bilateral cooperation on the basis of 
peaceful coexistence, which benefits China, Cambodia and our two peoples,” Wen said. Wen 
stressed that the Chinese government attaches great importance on its good-neighborly friendship 
with Cambodia and values its special friendship with the Cambodian royal family. “China is 
willing to join hands with Cambodia to step up mutually beneficial cooperation in all areas in a 
bid to bring bilateral relations to a new level,” he said. The China-ASEAN (Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations) relationship has seen rapid development in recent years and China 
cherishes that very much, Wen said. “We hope to see a united and strong ASEAN. We hope to 
make joint efforts with all ASEAN member states to promote regional cooperation and contribute 
to regional peace and prosperity.” Sihamoni said the leaders and peoples from the two countries 
have established profound friendship over the past years. His visit to China is aimed at carrying 
the traditional friendly relations into the future. Sihamoni expressed the Cambodian people’s 
appreciation for the great achievements gained by the Chinese people and are grateful for China’s 
sincere support and help to them throughout the decades. He said the current friendly exchanges 
and cooperation are down-to-earth, mutually beneficial and inspiring. The Cambodian royal 
family, parliament, government and people will continue to consolidate the traditional friendship 
between Cambodia and China and to deepen bilateral exchanges and cooperation in all aspects. 
He reiterated Cambodian’s firm adherence to the one-China policy and objection to so-called 
“Taiwan Independence” in any form. This is Sihamoni’s first state visit to China since he took the 
throne last October.72

Chinese president, Cambodian king hail bilateral ties, vowing further cooperation 

 

 

 

Chinese President Hu Jintao (R) shakes hands with Cambodian King Norodom Sihamoni during their meeting in the 
Great Hall of the People in Beijing, capital of China, August 11, 2005. 
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Chinese President Hu Jintao met with Cambodian King Norodom Sihamoni Thursday in 
Beijing. The two leaders hailed the Sino-Cambodian friendship, vowing to promote cooperation 
in agriculture, natural resources, education and sanitation.  
 
Hu Jintao said Chinese and Cambodian people share long-term friendship. The Sino-Cambodian 
friendship cultivated by generations of Chinese leaders and former Cambodian King Norodom 
Sihanouk has become a “common treasure of the two peoples”, he said. In the new century, the 
Sino-Cambodian relationship is becoming closer with frequent exchanges of visits by the two 
countries' leaders and remarkable cooperation in all fields, Hu said. China appreciates that 
Cambodia adheres to the one-China policy and firmly support Chinese government’s stance on 
the Taiwan question, Hu noted. “It has been proved that we are good neighbors, good friends and 
good partners with mutual-trust and close cooperation,” he said. The Chinese government 
attaches importance to the Sino-Cambodian relations and cherishes the unique friendship with the 
Cambodian royal family. Hu said he welcomes the King and the royal family members to visit 
China and supports the two countries' governments, parliaments and parties to enhance exchanges 
and develop friendship. On Sino-Cambodian trade and economic cooperation, Hu said a solid 
foundation has been laid and he hopes the two countries will perfectly implement arranged 
cooperation projects. He appealed to the two countries to strengthen cooperation in agriculture, 
infrastructure construction and natural resources exploration. The president also proposed to 
expand exchange and cooperation in culture, education, sanitation, sports and tourism and 
intensify communication and coordination in international and regional affairs. Sihamoni spoke 
highly of the Cambodia-China friendship forged by his father Sihanouk and Chinese leaders, 
saying to inherit and promote the two people's friendship is also the aspiration of the royal family.  
The King said Cambodia and China are good neighbors and the two peoples, good friends. The 
Cambodian people feel happy on the economic and social development scored by the Chinese 
people and will never forget the valuable support from them.  He reiterated that Cambodia will 
stick to the one-China policy and further contribute to the cooperation between the two countries. 
Sihamoni arrived here Wednesday afternoon for a five-day state visit to China at the invitation of 
President Hu Jintao.  
 
This is King Sihamoni’s first state visit in China since he became the Cambodian king in October 
last year. Besides Beijing, King Sihamoni will travel to Tianjin, an industrial port city in north 
China.73
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Puth Tum Niey also predicts by telling us-Khmers more clearly 
 
Siam has one garden left; 

Yuon has one island left;  

Khmer has one Boddhi Tree left. What all these mean about: 

http://english1.peopledaily.com.cn/200508/14/eng20050814_202338.html  
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Siam always claims that Siem Reap, Battambang, and Sisophon belonged to Thailand. In fact, 
Thais were brutally forced out of their land “Nanchoa”. Unlike the Khmer people, who are native 
to Southeast Asia, the Thai were emigrants from China. They were one of the ethnic groups from 
the region of the Yangtze River, and founded the Nanchoa Kingdom in northwest Yunan around 
the 7th century. From Nanchoa, the Thai spread to parts of Southeast Asia: to the Shan states of 
Burma, to northern Thailand and the Chao Phraya valley (until 1939 Siam), to Laos, and to 
northern Vietnam (Thai Dam or Black Thai, and Thai Deng or Red Thai). The Kingdom of 
Nanchoa fell to the Mongol army of Kublai Khan about 1253 and its fall accelerated the 
movement of the Thai south and eastward, pressing against the Khmer Empire. Therefore, Thais 
in the future will have only one garden left must return all their conquered land from Cambodia 
to Cambodian people with UN’s intervention. When all Cambodians stand up and unite as one 
family will be as strong as the Khmer Empire during the Angkorian time.  

Yuon has one island left: Today Hanoi Leaders are up and down flushing with anger like young 
honeymoon couple who’s just got married-do not know what to do is to kill all Khmer Krom 
people like their ancestors who had had done against Khmer Krom people. And recently, THE 
CAMBODIA DAILY, to read: 

Resentment toward the Vietnamese boiled to surface Wednesday as more than 2000 monks, nuns, 
legislators and local people gathered near the Royal Palace to mourn the loss of Kampuchea 
Krom, which comprises a large portion of the Mekong Delta, to Vietnam 53 years ago. 

Because Kampuchea Krom Federation was lawfully accepted into UNPO in 2001 that Puth Tum 
Niey is coming true to give Khmer Krom, Khmer Surin and Cambodian Kandal people a real 
green light to unite together working to free themselves from Thais’ and Yuons’ colonialists and 
expansionism. Therefore, to do or die. One day Yuons must return their conquered 
land/Kampuchea Krom to Khmer people who are rightful landlords. And sooner or later, Yuons 
have only one island left to live be Hanoi. 

Khmer has one Boddhi Tree left is that the war has killed too far many millions of Khmers so far 
so worse. Especially so many Cambodians were brutally murdered and starved to their death by 
the “Mysterious Anonymous Higher Organisation”, led by Yuon secret agents who were in 
disguised as Khmer Rouge soldiers. And so many of our Khmer compatriots had died of all 
kinds of diseases since 1975. And lately, many of our Khmers have died of AIDS, which 
UNTAC had brought in to infect many of Yuon and Khmer prostitutes when they were sent to 
supervise and monitor “Fair and Free Election” in 1991. 

So Khmer has only one Boddhi Tree left that doesn’t mean all Khmers live under this tree. It 
really means all Khmers who are Buddhist believers, who live under the shadow of Buddha, 
respect his Wheel of Dhamma and Noble Eightfold Path:  
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Right understanding, 2-right thought, 3-right speech, 4- right action, 5-right likelihood, 6- right 
effort, 7- right mindfulness, 8- right concentration. When all Khmer parties start doing the right 
things to protect all their own people who will enjoy peace and harmony live up to see their 
Mighty King Rescuer rescues them from Thais’ and Yuons’ encroachment and conquering very 
soon. 

According to La Sociologies Khmere, Sar Sarun, in 1973-74 on PP. 100-101, tells us very clearly 
about Puth continues farsighting more precisely in poem, to read: 

Prey Nokor falls, 

Phnom Penh will be destroyed, 

Battambang will be dispersed, 

Happy is at Angkor Wat: 

Prey Nokor (Khmer ancient City in Kampuchea Krom), known as now “Ho Chi Minh City”, has 
completely fallen into the Communist Vietnamese colonialists and expansionism since 1975. 
And all Khmer Krom People have been living under the brutal and hot yokes of Murderous Yuon 
Communist, Colonialist and Imperialist leaders who are the worst violators of human right on 
earth oppressing and intimidating against Khmer Krom people and Buddhist monks so far so 
worse…etc. 

Here are some basic facts on the Khmers from Kampuchea Krom and Kampuchea Krom history: 
Cambodia's constitution of all regimes and governments have...recognized the Khmers living in 
Kampuchea Krom as Khmers... 

Khmer Krom or Khmer Kampuchea Krom are Khmers.  Khmer Krom people belong to the same 
family of Khmers that built the famous Angkor Wat and other Khmer temples that found on 
Khmer lands throughout Southeast Asia (Cambodia, Thailand, Laos, and Vietnam). 

Khmer Kampuchea Krom people live in Kampuchea Krom (Southern Vietnam) or Mekong 
Delta.  Colonial France ceded this territory on June 4, 1949 illegally despite the Khmer 
opposition and transferred to Vietnam, another colonialist, since.There are 21 provinces, 2 large 
islands - Koh Tral and Koh Tralach, over 67,000 square kilometers in size, over 12 million 
Khmers in Kampuchea Krom.  Capital city is Prey Nokor. 

Repeated Vietnamese authorities and regimes and governments have changed and re-changed the 
Khmer names into Vietnamese for province, lakes, rivers, islands, districts, communes, cities, 
villages, and family names.  For examples, Preah Trapeang province would be Tra Vinh in 
Vietnamese and Khleang province would be Soc Trang in Vietnamese, Prey Nokor would be Ho 
Chi Minh city, Koh Tral Island would be Phu Quoc Island in Vietnamese. 
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Phnom Penh was completely destroyed to ash by “The Mysterious Vietnamese Secret Agents 
who were in disguise as Khmer Rouge” from 1975-79, and from 1979-91, which also became a 
“Real Ghost Town/Year Zero”, followed by Ho Chi Minh’s murderous dirty plans of 
incorporating Cambodia, Kampuchea Krom and Laos into Indochinese Communist 
Party/Vietnamization, was created in 1930. 

Battambang will be dispersed, which Puth Tum Niey might tell us the whole Cambodia and his 
people would be dispersed into everywhere on earth as abovementioned. As Prince Sihanouk 
told the world in (War & Hope), around half a million Cambodians fled the fighting for the 
relative sanctuary of the Thailand border, where they sat listlessly in refugee camps destined, 
perhaps, to become new “Palestinians,” pawns in the great power struggles in which Cambodia 
had been caught. 

Happy is at Angkor Wat: Puth Tum Niey can tell us more precisely that all the people around the 
globe will enjoy seeing Angkor Wat that will become a happy place when the harmony and 
peace come to Cambodia in the near future. Especially when all Khmer parties working together 
hand in hand and shoulder to shoulder to rebuild their country into a modern-developing country 
like USA, Australia, Japan and France…etc. and all of us Khmer are starting to enjoy seeing our 
ancestral Angkor Wat from every part of the earth and country, too. Not only the people around 
the globe come to see Angkor Wat/temples, but they come to restore Angkor Wat to be carefully 
preserved as the World Heritage as we know more details: 

Spirit Reset in Stone 
Mon Apr 26, 7:55 AM ET 

By Richard C. Paddock Times Staff Writer  

ANGKOR, Cambodia — At the magical temple of Ta Prohm, 200-year-old trees grow 
from the ruins, their roots embracing the ancient stone walls like giant snakes. Archaeologists 
from India are trying to preserve the trees — and the temple's romantic spirit — for as long as 
possible.  

Down the road, at the magnificent, sprawling temple of Angkor Wat, a Japanese-led crew grafts 
newly quarried sandstone onto broken 12th century blocks in a state-of-the-art effort to save the 
building known as the northern library. Nearby, 300,000 stone blocks of the dismantled Baphuon 
temple are spread across 25 acres of grassy fields. The building plans were destroyed by war, but 
a French-led archaeological team is reconstructing the ancient pyramid, stone by stone. As the 
horrors of Cambodia’s “killing fields” fade into history, a renaissance is taking place in ancient 
Angkor. Led by the United Nations (news - web sites), an international coalition of 
preservationists is working to restore and protect one of the great cities of the past. “This is a 
model of cooperation — more than 10 countries and international organizations coming together 
in a spirit of solidarity for the work of preserving cultural heritage,” Cambodian Senior Minister 
Sok An said. The restoration of Angkor serves as a powerful symbol of unity in a country still 
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struggling to come to terms with the Khmer Rouge (news - web sites) genocide that killed more 
than 1 million people and the decades of civil war that followed. Angkor Wat, the world's largest 
religious monument and Angkor’s best-known temple, appears on the Cambodian flag, the 
national currency and bottles of the country’s top-selling Angkor beer. When a Phnom Penh 
newspaper falsely reported last year that a popular Thai actress claimed that Angkor Wat 
belonged to Thailand, Cambodians rioted in the capital, destroying the Thai Embassy and dozens 
of Thai-owned businesses. “It is now the first time in 400 years that the Cambodian people are 
united under one constitution, one king and the leadership of one government,” Sok said. “No 
rebels, no dissidents, no secession. We have a very unified Cambodia, so we can be proud.” With 
the removal of 25,000 land mines, the resurrection of the city and its 1994 designation as Angkor 
Archaeological Park comes a new threat: a population explosion that could overrun the 
preservation zone. More than 100 temples, large and small, make up the sprawling ancient city. 
Almost hidden among the monuments are dozens of dusty villages where some families have 
lived for generations and others have just arrived. Outside the temples, hawkers try to outshout 
one another as they offer souvenirs to tourists. The roads are crowded with tour buses, motorbikes 
and the occasional elephant. Monkeys rest by the roadside. Tourists who visit Angkor stay in the 
bustling town of Siem Reap, four miles from the temple city. Hotels are not permitted in Angkor, 
but 71 hotels and guesthouses have recently opened or are under construction in Siem Reap, 
according to the local planning department. Provincial Gov. Chap Nhalyvoud said he expects 1 
million tourists to visit this year — more than double last year's total. Hollywood has contributed 
to the popularity of Angkor with the movie “Lara Croft: Tomb Raider,” which was shot at Ta 
Prohm and Angkor Wat in 2000. Within the park's boundaries, the population has surpassed 
100,000 as poor farming families leave the countryside, build squatter villages near the temples 
and search for work in Siem Reap. “They arrive every day and they want to build, build, build,” 
said Chau Sun Kerya, director of tourism at Angkor. “It is a very big concern for the government. 
It's not too late, but we need to take action quickly.” It is easy to see why so many people are 
drawn to Angkor. The historic city, covering three times the area of San people lived here at the 
height of the Khmer empire. Angkor was the center of a great kingdom that spanned much of 
Southeast Asia between the 9th and 13th centuries. Rooted in Hinduism and Buddhism 
introduced by Indian traders, the Khmers built more than 100 temples and the walled city of 
Angkor Thom, which was larger than imperial Rome in its day. Historians are uncertain why the 
empire collapsed. Some blame invaders from Thailand. Others say it fell into economic decline. 
But by the 15th century, the Khmer court had moved south to Phnom Penh. The French, who 
colonized Cambodia in the late 19th century, were astounded by the collection of temples and 
began restoring them more than a century ago. The work continued until 1975, when the Khmer 
Rouge began its Genocidal campaign to create a simple agrarian society. At Angkor, villagers 
were forced to move to the countryside and many were slain, but damage to the temples was 
minimal. The civil war that followed the ouster of the Khmer Rouge lasted until the mid-1990s. 
Despite the fighting, some foreign experts returned in the late 1980s to do emergency repair work 
on some of the temples. In response to appeals from Cambodia, the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization declared Angkor a World Heritage site in 1992, and a year 
later the agency organized an international partnership to protect and restore the temples. Some 
critics question whether outsiders have too much influence over the project, but foreign officials 
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say the need to preserve Angkor transcends national concerns. “This is the pride of Cambodia, 
but it is an international heritage,” Indian Secretary of Culture Dhanendra Kumar said during a 
recent visit. “It belongs to the world.” Cambodia has been slow to recover from the genocide, 
which wiped out a generation of leaders, intellectuals and teachers. The current government, 
headed by Prime Minister Hun Sen, who defected from the Khmer Rouge in 1977, has halted the 
fighting but is divided by frequent squabbles. No former Khmer Rouge leaders have been brought 
to trial for the slaughter of the killing fields. Today, the country ranks as one of the world’s 
poorest. Workers earn an average of $25 a month and corruption is widespread. At some Angkor 
temples, police make a few extra dollars peddling their badges to tourists. “It’s very hard in 
Cambodia because salaries are so low,” one officer at the Ta Prohm temple said as he sold the 
badge off his shirt to a visitor for $5. But as Angkor’s revival begins to fuel Cambodia’s 
recovery, some worry that tourism is having an undue influence in shaping the country’s culture 
and sense of history, offering an idealized view of European colonialism to travellers who visit 
the country for an average of only 2 1/2 days. Popular legend has it that the ancient city was lost 
to the jungle for hundreds of years until French naturalist Henri Mouhot rediscovered it in the 
1860s. But that is a myth propagated for the benefit of tourists. Although many of the temples 
were overgrown with trees, the city was never abandoned and people have lived in or near the 
temples for 1,000 years. “Tourism at Angkor is about the production and consumption of 
nostalgia, where history is romanticized,” British Academy researcher Tim Winter wrote in a 
recent paper on the impact of tourism. “In place of a Cambodian heritage, tourists from all over 
the world are visiting Angkor today to consume a partial, and in many cases even fictitious, 
memory of a 19th century French Indochina.” Most of the tourists pay little attention to the 
villages in Angkor Park, where houses with wood siding and thatched roofs are perched on stilts 
and scrawny chickens scrounge for food in the dirt. Indeed, it often seems that foreign visitors 
and local residents lead parallel lives, oblivious to one another. It is common to see tourists taking 
photos of an ancient statue of Buddha or Vishnu while a few feet away Cambodians prostrate 
themselves in prayer and leave offerings of food, cigarettes or cash. With Angkor's promise of a 
better life in mind, Houn Sarat and his family moved here last year from their rice-growing 
village near the Thai border. Now, 14 family members live in a corrugated metal hut they built in 
the squatter settlement of Mondul 3 inside the archaeological park. The hut, erected on 
government land, measures about 20 feet square. Inside, it is boiling hot at midday. Houn worked 
for a time on construction of the Victoria Hotel in Siem Reap, but jobs have been hard to find 
since the building's completion. Outside their home is a pile of cheap plastic shoes they bought 
and hope to sell, but there have been few takers. Often, the family goes to Angkor Wat to pray for 
good luck. "Angkor Wat is the best thing about being here," Houn said. "I worry that we might 
have to go back to our village.Poor farmers from the countryside are not the only squatters. Some 
well-connected military officers have been building villas and restaurants in the park without 
permission. Authorities bulldozed one illegal karaoke bar three years ago, but other builders are 
too influential for park officials to challenge. For the government, it is getting more difficult to 
protect the monuments while maintaining Angkor's historic status as a populated city. “We have 
problems caused by rich people, by poor people, by every kind of people,” said Ang Choulean, 
director of the Authority for the Protection and Management of Angkor and the Region of Siem 
Reap. “We tolerate them because we want to see this preserved as a living site.” More than a 
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dozen countries have sent teams to aid Angkor's restoration. France, Japan, China, India and the 
private U.S.-based World Monuments Fund are among those that have taken responsibility for 
key monuments and spent millions of dollars to repair and preserve them. The UNESCO (news - 
web sites) system gives the foreigners considerable autonomy to manage the sites. Some wonder 
if the donors have too much control. “The French have their way, the Japanese have their way, 
the Americans and so on. But who is asking the Cambodians?” said Philippe Paycam, executive 
director of the Center for Khmer Studies in Siem Reap. "We are back in the 19th century, with 
the games of the big political powers.” Over the centuries, many of the temples were converted 
from Hindu to Buddhist, and the structures were altered accordingly. Most restoration efforts are 
aimed at conserving the temples as the partial ruins of today, not rebuilding them as they once 
were. “When you are dealing with historic buildings, you have no right to decide what period you 
should return to,” said John Sanday, Cambodia project manager for the World Monuments Fund, 
which is conserving the Preah Khan and Ta Som temples. “History began yesterday.” India is in 
charge of maintaining the Ta Prohm temple, where dozens of spong trees grow from the walls 
and roofs, towering over the structure. In some places, their massive roots hold the stones in 
place. But many of the trees are nearing the end of their life span, and when they go, they will 
take parts of the temple with them. To some Hindus, the trees represent an invasion of a sacred 
site and should be removed. But for many Western visitors, they make Ta Prohm one of the most 
beloved temples. Many restoration experts advocate maintaining the temple’s romantic feel for as 
long as possible. After years of debate, Indian officials announced this year that they will 
preserve the trees as “a living monument." At Angkor Wat, several reconstruction projects are 
underway, including the Japanese-led restoration of the crumbling northern library. Many of the 
original sandstone blocks are broken, with some fragments too small to salvage. Using sandstone 
identical to the original material, workers are carving new pieces to replace missing parts, gluing 
the blocks together and restoring them to their original places. For preservationists, the Baphuon 
temple poses one of the biggest challenges. Centuries after it was built in 1060, Baphuon was 
considered a spectacle. The five-tiered temple mount was bigger than the pyramids of Mexico. 
Originally Hindu, it was partially dismantled in the 16th century and the stones used to construct 
one of the world's largest Buddhas, a reclining figure extending 250 feet on the upper portion of 
the temple. After the temple partially collapsed in the 1940s, French archaeologists decided to 
dismantle it stone by stone, build a new concrete foundation and reassemble it. Work began in 
1960. Crews took the stones, weighing from 400 to 5,000 pounds, and began placing them in 
fields around the temple. But in 1975, war interrupted their work, and the French experts fled. 
Unfortunately, no one thought to take a set of plans. During the ensuing turmoil, Khmer Rouge 
soldiers destroyed all records identifying the stones' original locations. For 20 years, the stones 
sat untouched. In 1995, a French-led team began the mind-numbing work of figuring out where 
each block goes. Pascal Royere, the French architect who heads the project, calls it the world’s 
biggest puzzle. “Today, after eight years of work, we are reaching a very important stage,” 
Royere said. “We now know 75% to 80% of the stones that are scattered around, and we are in a 
position to reassemble them.” Royere hopes the restoration will be finished by 2007. Cambodian 
officials say the international effort to preserve Angkor is a model for restoring monuments in 
other war-torn parts of the world, including Afghanistan (news - web sites)’s giant stone Bamian 
Buddhas, destroyed by the Taliban in 2001. “This should be viewed as an example for all 
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countries that have had such a catastrophe of destruction and genocide “This applies to 
Afghanistan, Iraq (news - we sites) and many countries that have suffered their heritage destroyed 
by war.” Paddock was recently on assignment in Cambodia.  

Cambodia tourism arrivals up 38.4% in first half 2005 
Posted: 7:13 PM | Jul. 15, 2005 

PHNOM PENH-Tourist arrivals in Cambodia jumped 38.4 percent to 682,431 in the first 
half of 2005 compared to the same period last year, figures from the tourism of ministry showed 
Friday.  

The sharp jump puts the kingdom on track to beat the 1,055,202 arrivals recorded for all of last 
year, when tourism bounced back after a dismal 2003 when the SARS outbreak and anti-Thai 
riots in Phnom Penh kept visitors away. Cambodia was most popular over the first half of 2005 
with South Koreans, who comprised 14.9 percent of all visitors, while Japanese arrivals made up 
8.8 percent, US nationals 8.1 percent and the United Kingdom 5.1 percent. Arrivals via direct 
flights to Siem Reap, the northwestern gateway town to Cambodia's top tourism attraction 
Angkor Wat, made up 29.0 percent of the total, up slightly on last year's 26.3 percent. Cambodia's 
government is trying to persuade tourists to stay longer and see more sights than the World 
Heritage-listed temple complex. Tourism is one of the only sources of foreign exchange for 
Cambodia, which is one of the world's poorest countries and is still clawing its way back to 
normalcy after nearly three decades of conflict that ended in 1998. The kingdom is aiming to lure 
three million tourist arrivals annually by 2010.74

Thailand, Cambodia strengthen tourism link 

 

August 08 2005 at 11:48AM 

Bangkok - Thailand and Cambodia plan to offer a single tourist visa for both countries in 
hopes of boosting tourism in Southeast Asia, a newspaper reported on Saturday. 

Laos, Myanmar (Burma) and Vietnam will join the scheme once Thailand and Cambodia sort out 
details of the joint visa, the five countries agreed at a meeting in Siem Reap, Cambodia that ended 
on Friday. 

Thai Foreign Minister Kantathi Supamongkhon said Thailand would discuss the details with 
Cambodia in the near future, but no timetable was set. 

“All five countries have agreed in principle to the five-country, one destination scheme, but 
Thailand and Cambodia are countries that are ready. We start first and the rest said they would 
join later,” The Nation quoted Kantathi saying. - Sapa-dpa 75
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As a Cambodian monk told the world by pointing his finger to the sky on SBS in Australia some 
years ago that King Sihanouk’s act, which we ordinary Khmers exactly know nothing. He has 
been told what to do from the God in the sky. That monk also told Samdech Hun Sen that 
everything would be done or signed in Paris.  

Puth foresees atrocities of Vietnamese against Cambodians/Kampuchea Krom peoples, who 
clearly predicted that there will be a big scale of UN/International Court of Justice to demarcate 
borders between Cambodia, Thailand and Vietnam very soon. And Puth also advises all of us 
Khmers that we must fight to preserve our culture, religion and tradition against our hereditary 
foes so that the world will help us to get our land back. Puth didn’t tell us to sleep for food 
coming into our mouth. 

According to Um Narong who was broadcasting in Khmer of SBS Radio: the four days’ 
conference, which was held in Chiang Mai, Thailand between 1995 and 1997 with about 34 
Asian experts. (I can’t remember exact date, but his voice was well-recoded into my tap). In that 
conference, they said in their researching and finding old Khmer fonts and books, which were 
left over from Pol Pot’s regime. They found Buddhist prophecy, which clearly predicted the 
troubles in Cambodia. In 20th Century, Cambodia will meet the brutal war. Bernand’s research, 
École Francaise d'Extreme-Orient: Buddhist seer prophesizes the saviors will come down to 
rescue Cambodians in forms of white elephants and blue weapons as following mentioned: 

  After the 7 courses were to be put on the Khmers, there will be no more fatal curses to be put on 
the Khmers. There will be a Greatest Mighty God-King who will be carefully accompanied by 
the White Elephants with Blue Tusks to Tonle Chartaumuk of Royal Palace in Phnom Penh, 
(White Elephants, mean “UN’s white cars/4 wheel Drive, and Blue Tusks, mean “UNTAC’s 
troops’ blue caps). 

 

 

Khmer Refugees were escorted by 
Toap Damrei Sar/UNTAC’s peace-

keeping forces in the White 
Elephants/4WD…etc. 
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Refugees return, November 1993 Handicapped refugees are amongst the last groups to return 
home in the wake of the United Nations sponsored peace plan. Foreign aid workers take them by 
car along the dusty roads of Northwest Cambodia.76

 

 

There are Eight Evil Spirit Directions are, at the present time, brutally fighting among 
themselves at Tonle Chartaumuk in Phnom Penh, (Eight Evil Spirit Directions, mean “Khmer 
Rouge, KPLF, Monika/Free Khmer and Funcinpec; Hun Sen, Chea Sim, Heng Samrin and Hanoi 
Leaders, the Master. As we can see clearly a Dutch soldier who was wearing a “Blue Cap” that 
Put tried to tell us Khmers in his precise predictions as “”Blue Tusks of Elephants”: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 1991, all the Cambodian factions, including the Khmer Rouge, agreed to an internationally 
mediated accord providing for peacekeeping and elections under the United Nations. In 1992, 
one of the largest U.N. missions in history moved into almost all parts of Cambodian life. They 
set up television and radio stations. Election workers travelled into the most remote parts of the 
country and registered 96 percent of the eligible voters, 4.6 million people.  

SPOKESPERSON: And today we have come here to explain to you about the elections and 
about human rights.  

Elizabeth Farnsworth: 

In April 1993, we travelled with U.N. volunteer Melissa Moye as she visited a village near the 
border with Vietnam. 

 Melissa Moye, U.N. Volunteer:  

No one can take your registration card or even ask you to write down the number. And even if 
they do 
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Elizabeth Farnsworth:  

U.N. workers also accomplished what some thought would be impossible--the return of 35,000 
refugees from camps in Thailand without major incident. In all, the U.N. spent some $3 billion 
trying to put Cambodia back together again. But a key task was never fulfilled. The warring 
factions were never disarmed. The Khmer Rouge refused to turn over their weapons. As a result, 
so did the other factions. On our reporting trip then we visited areas near Khmer Rouge camps 
in Northwest Cambodia, where they were trying to stop the elections. We accompanied Dutch 
Marines, part of the U.N. contingent, as they tried to make villages safe for the elections. 

 Dutch soldier:  

We will secure all polling stations. The minimum will be four persons per polling station, but 
there are a lot of polling stations that we secure with eight people, so that’s a squad. 

 Elizabeth Farnsworth:  

Because of these efforts the Khmer Rouge failed in their efforts to stop the voting. And the 
elections produced a coalition government led by Hun Sen and Prince Sihanouk's son Ranarridh. 
They have been vying for dominance ever since. And as part of that rivalry each has tried to win 
within the Khmer Rouge, and to woo them out of their bases in the Northwest.  

What we all Khmers have been through many terror regimes are unmentionable! Especially the 
“Mysterious Anonymous Higher Organisation”, led by “The Mysterious Vietnamese Secret 
agents who had tactfully impersonated themselves as Khmer Rouge” from 1975-79. I’m only 
Puth Tum Niey researchers who don’t tell you to believe Buddhist Monk Prophecy. Whether you 
believe it or not? It’s up to you-readers! Puth Tum Niey is well-recorded in Four Tapes by an 
unknown Buddhist monk for many years when he was in Thailand camp at Khmer-Siam Border 
during the Terror Regime of K5 Plan of Murderous Yuon Communist, Colonialist and 
Imperialist who had taken full control of Cambodia in 1979. I translated some parts of it into 
English version so that my foreign readers can understand because I’m also trying to find out 
what caused the destruction of Cambodia so far so worse. Who are Khmer hereditary enemies in 
the West and the East of Cambodia? 

What has been happening in Cambodia, for hundreds of years, is about 90% accuracy of Preah 
Puth Tum Niey/ Buddhist Monk Prophecy. Look inside Cambodia today, the Evil Spirit of Eight 
Directions are still killing each other mercilessly and fiercely at Tonle Chartaumuk in Phnom 
Penh! They have no time to rest their heads on pillows whenever they go to bed, they only think 
of how to kill each other without being caught in action! 
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